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Dr. O'Hara Reflects
On First Year
By Steven Sellers

Photo By Koren A . Miller
He is not the typical college
president. In addition to his
admini trati\,e duties , he is
{ u.JKl minglina with
n di g stu d ent
nd
n. S' time be
fUneli)
seen pedaling his bicycle around
ampus in the early morning.
D r. W illiam T. O' Hara has
served a s President of Bryant for
a full yea r as of t his fa ll. and has
accommodated The A rchway by
granting a n interview rega rd ing
his accomplishments and what
he sees in the future of Bryant
College.
Parents and new stude nts
both wiiJ have an opportunity to
greet Dr. O'Hara this weekend
du ring Parents' Weekend. The
Archwa)I hopes that students,
moms and dads will use the
o pportunity to voice questio ns,
suggestions, and comments not
only to Dr. O'Hara, but to other
administrators and faculty
members, as well.
In our interview Dr. O'Hara
communicated the same
enthusiasm and faith in Bryant'
that he has espoused since his
ar ivai here last year. While a
ne-year period is not sufficient
for anyone in Dr. O'Hara's
po sit ion to initiate major
cha n ges or programs, he
expressed confidence in the state
of communication and
oordina tion within the College.
By involving students, faculty,
administration, alumni and
parents in the decision-making
process. Dr. O'Hara sees better,
mort inf rmed policies and
progra ms developing as a result.
e rtamly. the newly-conceived
P ren . C.ouncil j an example
of this ph i l o~ phy. Created last
sp ri ng. the C ouncil wi ll provide
input and recommendations to
the College rega rding matters of
Imp rtance to all.
.tore needs to be done,"

according to Dr. O'Hara, and in
this light he hopes to hold special
onC rences to communicate
with the geocralstudent body. In
these informal meetings he feels
tudenb will be more inclined to
a pproach him and expr
their
feelings about the C ollege.
Bryant has lived up to all of
the President's expectations. He
s tressed i n pa r ticul a r the
receptiveness of the stu dents to
personal contact in reflecting on
other schools, where a "hello" in
the hallway is a rarity.
Dr. O'Hara has spent a good
deal of time preparing long
range goals for the College so
that it may better cope with the
stresses and strains of the future.
For example, with the "Baby
Boom" babies rapidly
approaching their th irt ies.
colleges in general will have to
prepare for a decrease in
prospective college students in
the future. Unless long-range
plans are effective, many
colleges, perhaps even Bryant,
will experience very re al
problems. Dr. Q'Hara predicted
cont. to p . 5 col. 3

UPI.Update

Aquaintafest t\rrives!

Compiled By Jay Metzger

By Steve Sellers

If "getting acquainted" is the
goal ot the Parent's Weekend
which is now upon us, there will
be numerous opportunities to do
so. Parents should relish Henny
Youngman and his snappy one
liners (with the exception of the
wives in the audience), students
should revel in the chance to play
some Las Vegas-type games,
instead of academic ones, and
everyone should have a busy and
insightful weekend delving into
what Bryant is all about.
This issue of The A rchway
honors parents of what are,
perhaps, our most regular
readers - the studen ts. While we
exist primarily to provide
information for these students
and the departments of the
College which' admin ister to
their needs. we feel a n o il ation
to ptNenl.S.·
this
ue; t o
i n f rm . nte r ain a r OH e ,
embaras . enrage. a s u age,

admonish, and possibly shock
them - just as we do to students
on a regular basis.
We invite all parents, students
and visitors this weekend to
attend The Archway Open
House, to be held in conj unction
with similar Open Houses by
other organizations on Saturday
morning. We will · have on
display the various methods and
instruments we use to produce
this tabloid and will attempt to
impress you with our apparent
expertise
This issue is devoted in many
ways to making the College a
more familiar, more easily
navigable structure for our
weekend guests. We hope it
helps you to enjoy the varied
activit ies of the "October
Acquatntafest".
el!lewhere in I
for a f u l -p
activities.

Berberian Hall is Dedicated
By J ay Metzger
On Sa turday, October 15,
1977, Dorms 5 and ceased to
exist as we knew t hem . The
reason: Bryant College honored
one of . its oldest rad uates,
Artacky Berberian. Class of
1909. by renaming D o rms 5 and
6 "Berberian Hall."
Born in 1892, Dr. Berberian
has done just about everything
imaginable and more. Among
his more notable achievements:
in 1973. the Rota ry Club
honored him as "'Rotarian of the
Year'" in Miami Beach . He was
cited for 100% attendance over a
spa n of 32 years. Ais ,another
organization, the U nited .
Commercial Travellers of
America, made him their

From the President's Office
President William T. O'Hara
announces a program to enable
students to "Meet the
President," or if you prefer,
"Meet the Prez." Begi nning
Wednesday, November 9, 1977,
Dr. O'Hara will meet with
students every two weeks in the
balcony of the Student Center
from 2 to 4 p.m. IndtvidlJa lly or
in groups. this will be an
opportunity for personal or
informal conversations.
" I k now how difficult it is for a
st udent to try Lo get together
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with the President in his office to
talk things out," said Dr.
O'Hara. "I look upon these
meetings as an opportunity to
get to know more students in an
informa l setting without having
to go t hrough a secretary.
Conversations do not have to be
all bu siness. I hope many of o ur
students will sto p by and ay
hello."
The first three "ra p sessions"
are scheduled for November 9,
30. and December ! 4.

Impen RI Calip h for the U nited
States a nd Canada.
For more t han 50 years,
Artacky has been devoted to
Bryant. In 1956. he started the
formal Alumni Association,
which he has overseen as its
Liaison Officer ever since. He
received an honora ry hard hat
for his invol vement wit h
Bryant's move to Smithfield. In
1973, he received an honorary
doctorate degree from Bryant.
Now. in 1977. Bryant once again
has honorl"" 'his great man.
The fi rst speaker at the
dedication was P resi d en t
O'Hara, who traced the history
of the world in conjunction with
Dr. Berberian's life history. He
pointed out that Dr. Berberian
managed not only to survive, but
accepted chaHanges and kept his
enamelling business alive and
comparatively well. Nex t ,
Mayor C ia nci made a speech in
which he said that when a college
honors an alumnus, "it expresses
its love, its thanks, for many
years of dedicated service ..• After
his speech he presented Dr.
Berberian with a citation. that
proclaimed October 15 as
Artac y Berberian APtlreciation
Day ill Providence.
Then P re ident O'Hara made
the presentation of the plaque to
D r Be r ber ian . officiall y
dedicallng Berberia n Ha.I. In
cont 10 p . 5 col. 3

Crash
The FAA repoets that a plane
carrying 25 persons crashed'
tonight in southwest Mississippi
Among those aboard, the
Lynyrd Skynyrd rock group. An
FAA spokesman says he
received a report of "multiple
fatalities and some survivors" in
the crash of the Convair 240. He
said the plane was enroute from
G reenville, S.C., to Baton
Rouge, LA. when it crashed 2
miles northeast of Gills burg,
MS. He said police and a rescue
squad are on the scene.

Hijack
The war of nerves between a
hijacker and federal authorities
ended late Thursday night. 29
year-old Robert Hannon shot
himself to death after rele ing
II (1 13 ho t g) nl) n hour
ar i r. R bad
F nt ier Airlines jet to Atlanta
• fteT he to ok it over Nebra ka.
He had been demanding the
release of his homosexual lover
from jail,along with 3 million
do llars . guns, an d two
parachutes.

Terrorism
Vengei;'1 leftISts have opened
a new ofJl!osive against West
Germany following their killing
of industrialist Hanns-Martln
Schleyer. There are reports of
dozens of fire bomb and terror
atta ck s against Ge rman
enterprises across Europe. T he
leftists sa y they are avenging the
prison death of Andreas Baader.
and two comrades.

Berkowitz
David Berkowitz faced a
hearing T hursday to determine
his competency to stand trial. In
taped testimony, Berkowitz said
that he was possessed by
"howling demons", and asked to
be put away forever, so he won't
kill again. Even though found
incompetent in previous
examination, he may be declared
competent by a third
psychiatrist.

Rescue
After five nightmarish days,
the hijacking of a Lufthansa 737
jetliner ended early this week.
I The drama ended when West
I German commandos executed a
daring nighttime raid to free the
ho tages. T hree of the fo ur
hijackers were killed; a fo u rt h
was seriously wounded . None of
the hostages were inj ured , and
3.11 were returned to Fr:1 nk ruT~ .
West Germany.

I
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II EDITORIAL
I
EMPHASIS I
1.--------.1

Psychologists tell us that vandalism is an antisocial
act designed to communicate some sort of frustration or
hostility which the vandal cannot communicate in
socially acceptable ways. Policemen tell us that
vandalism is an everyday phe.nomenon in the
cities. Architects tell us that buildings must be designed
to prevent or deter vandalism. College administrators
tell us that vandalism costs the college, and therefore the
students, as well.
In my editorial last week, I sung the praises of the
Tupper Campus and its sleek beauty. Who would want
to ruin a beautiful campus like ours? There is no graffiti,
no gaping holes in the Unistruture walls, no readily visible
proof of vandalism for the casual observer to notice. So
why the emphasis on vandalism this week? Because
Bryant does have a vandalism problem.
I have learned through various adminstrators of the
College that damage done to campus structures last
week; and expecially last weekend, has been atrocious.
Damage done to dorm windows, rugs, walls, and
bathrooms; damage done to Colle~ landscaping, the
Counseling Center, and the Townhouses; the list is
seemingly endless. Here are just a few of the more
ridiculous acts of vandalism in recent weeks:
l)A tree, approximately eight inches in diameter was cut
down. Not tom down, cut down.
2)A sink and counter were completely destroyed in the
basement of one of the dorms.
3)A complete fire alarm panel was ripped from the wall of
a dorm foyer, knocking out fire alarm service to all of the
dorms as well as phone service to part of the campus.
4)A power panel was tom from the outside of the
Counseling Center. It was fortunate(?) that the culprit(s)
was not electrocuted.
5)A pellet-gun "'bandit" has been instaJling his own kind of
air conditioning by shooting-out selected windows
around the campus.
Convinced?
Hone or more of these acts strikes to the heart of one
of the culprits' conscience, then perhaps these words
have done some good. In all probability, however, the
individuals who enjoy destroying things will continue to
get their thrills.
H we, as students, are to avoid the necessity of shelling
out more and more money (and the money of our
parents) to finance repairs required by vandalistic acts,
several courses of action are needed:
l)Students and staff of the College must report
vandalism when they see it occuring, if at all possible.
2)Security must patrol areas which have proved to be
conducive to vandalism in the past and determine to
what extent the destruction is due to students and to
what extent it is due to "outsiders".
3)The Office for Student Affairs must be aggressive in its
approach to vandalism and work with other
constituences of the College staff to effect a means to
prevent more vandalism. Some measures must also be
taken to encourage students who see the acts of vandals
on campus to report, without the fear of suffering the
consequences for "snitching".
In actuality, it is the students who must take the
initiative to prevent these needless and terribly
expensive acts for which we an must pay. Those who do
nothing to relieve the problem build an environment that
encourages its continuance.

Jf~
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.
What about these new dorms??? Will students EDITOR
still be tripled up...Administrotors say that they

will~--------'"

need more dorm space in future years in order to
maintain current enrollment. (They forecast that
less commuters will be applying so the College
must accept more dorm students.) We now have
approximately 2,600 day students of which 1,800
are dorm residents. Our classrooms are
overcrowded, there is not enough room in the
Student Center or the CC. ·The line going down to
the cafeteria is atrocious...need I say more?
There will be space for three hundred and
twelve new dorm students within two years.
Granted, maybe a few less students will be tripled.
The classrooms will not be anymore crowded than
they are now--how could they be? The lines going
down to the cafeteria, well, they will only be
slightly longer. (It will give you more time to talk to
your friends.) You could'always go into the Pub for
your meals, there should be more room there. The
Student Center holds 650 people. (It was built too
small to begin with!) It is just wonderful trying to
dance without stepping on the feet of the ten
people next to you. You do not end up enjoying
yourself because you can barely move--that is not
what I call dancing. Next, the library. I hove gone
into .t he library on a few occassions and found it
rather difficult to find a place to sit. Just waiL..

Cake Mixup
D ear Editor,
We would like to express our
extreme disappointment in
Brycol's new birthday cake
delivery service. Right after
notification of this new service,
we quickly sent in an order for a
chocolate cake with white
frosting, giving the two weeks'
notice prior to the upcoming
birthday of very good friend of
ours. Earlier in the week it was to
be delivered, we called Brycol to
make sure it would be delivered
on the specifi~d date. We were
told there would be no problem
and it would be delivered
Thursday afternoon. Much to
our dismay, Thursday afternoon
rolled around and no one
showed up with this cake. A
surprise party had been all set up
in the meantime and three calls
were made again to Brycol to
check when the cake would
arrive. Each time we called, they
assured us the cake was on its
way and could be expected any
minute.
Later that evening some of us'
went to Country Comfort and
spoke with some girls involved
with Brycol. They couldn't
account for the mixup, but
showed us the cake we ordered
cont. to p. 3 col. I

Curriculum
Update
Dear Editor,
Last semester we initiated a
petition for soliciting a change in
the accounting curriculum
adding two free or swing
electives and eliminating two
presently required liberal arts
electives. At this time we would
like to inform the Bryant
community of the outcome.
We gathered five hundred
student signatures which were
given to Mickey Perlow.
Chairman, Curriculm Commi
ttee. The signatures and petition
were presented to the Committee
and eventually passed three to
two.
In late May we discussed the
proposed curriculum change
with President O'Hara, Dr.
Lowell Smith and Dean Richard
Alberg.
President O'Hara expressed
his interest in the matter but
noted that it would have to
proceed through the proper
channels for any action to come
about. He thanked us for our
interest in the curriculum and for
our initiative in exploring
alternatives.
In discussing the matter with
Dr. Lowell Smith, we found the
issue more involved than it first
appeared; but we were optimistic
there wasn't anything that
couldn't be worked out in due
time. In our discussion with him
we were led to believe that any
change would have to be to the
benefit of the entire college
community.
continued to p.6, col.3
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CPS Assembly
The Seventh Annual Certified
Professional Secretary (CPS)
Assembly was held on campus
on October 12,1977. Each year a
special day is set aside so that the
seniors in the Secretarial and
Office Administration Programs
can hear a speaker from the
National Secretaries Assoc
IatIOn, International, explain
what a Certified Professional
Secretary is. what the CPS
rating means, and what to do
about applying to take the
examination.
The Certified Professional
Secretary rating is recognized as
the standard of proficiency for
the secretarial profession. There
is only one way to achieve the
CPS rating, and that is by taking
the two-day, six-part examin
ation. Developed and admin
istered exclusively by the
Institute for Certifying
Secretaries, the examination is
offered the first Friday and
Saturday in May each year at
offtcially designated test centers

located at colleges and
universities in the United States,
Canada and Puerto Rico as well
as specially assigned' facilities for
such citizens working through
out the world. BRYANT
COLLEGE was approved in
1973 by the I nstit ute of
Certifying Secretaries as a
Testing Center to administer the
CPS examination.
If you are attracted to other
fields in addition to the
secretarial profession, certific
ation provides an excellent base
from which to continue
education in those fields.
Continued work to achieve a
degree in educatio n, law,
accounting, engineering, and
other areas has resulted in CPS's
who have become practicing
attorneys, CPA's, educators,
engineers, etc.

Once certification has been
achieved, there are hundreds of
opportunities for the Certified
Professional Secretary.

coni. from p. 2 col. 5
sitting in the refrigerator there.
The girl whose birthday we were
celebrating was with us at the
time, so we decided to take the
birthday cake back to our suites
and eat it anyway. In addition to
all this confusion, we discovered
when cutting into the cake thal it
wasn't even the kind we had
ordered-it was lemon with white

frosting!!
We are sorry to inform Brycol,
but we feel you have lost a lot of
potential customers for your
birthday cake "delivery" service.
Hopefully other surprise parties
won't be shattered and upset as
we were.
Louise Bernier

-

Brycol Response
D ear Editor.
We at Brycol would like to
express our deepest regret both
to the individual and the College
community for the mishap
which occurred in the delivery of
a birthday cake. We would like t
point out, however. that we have
delivered successfully to date 50
birthday cakes and have received
orders for over 50 more. This
birthday cake service began as
an experiment for Brycol a nd we
feel the results have exceeded
our expectations.
With a new service underway,
confusion tends to arise in

Thanks For
. Nothing

certain areas . Please remember
that the chief purpo!le of Brycol' s
existence is students pro\ iding
services to tudents, and as you
very well know, students do
make mistakes.
Contrary to popular belief,
the cake service is doing
excellent, and will continue to
respond to the students' and
parents' needs in the future .
Respectfully,
Gina Fernandes
Birthday Cake Service
Coordinator
BRYCOL S.S.F., Inc.

Student Senate
!

Student

Senator
Zack

Senator Zack Lyga, a junior
Marketing major from
Terryville, Ct., states as his goal
upon graduation becoming an
independent businessman. But,
while at Bryant, Zack has more
pertinent obligations.
As Chairman of the Senate's
Public Relations Committee,
Zack is responsible for making
the student body aware of
Senate activities, and receiving
feedback. He sees this as an
important position, because this
is the main link the Senate has
with the rest of the school.
As with all student leaders,
Zack has set his own goals,
programs he wishes to see
implemented. As Public
Relations Chairman, Zack
would like to see the student
body thoroughly informed of
present and future events. He
sees it as the student's
responsibility to relay their
wants as regards activities. The
Student Senate cannot work
efficiently and in the best interest
of the students if their views
aren't aired.
As for the Senate as a whole,
Zack would like to see some new
achievements. He would like to
see the entertainment that the
Senate provides become more
diversified and include more
cultural e cnts. This would give
the students a better and more
varied acti ities agenda.
"l ow that the Senate has the
SPB to handle the entertainment

Dear Editor,
I would just like to take the
opportunity to personally thank
all the people who wrote in
response to my letter of the
thirtieth. I greatly appreciate
their concern for what goes on
here at Bryant. Their names are:
1.

2.
3.

Delta Mu Delta
There will be a brief meetjng
Wed nesday, October 26 at 3: 15
in Room 269 fo r election of
officers. All interested members
are urged to attend.

Even if you are already
committed to anot her major,
two or three courses in Public
Administration make an
excellent core of professional
electives to open up employment
opportunities in the Public
Sector.
See Dr. George deTarnowsky
(Room 227) or Dr. Glen Camp
(Room 225) for more
information about this exciting
new program.

Law Enforcement News

4.
5.
6.
7.
\

sincerely hope that in the
future people will show the same
concern for important issues as
these people have.
Thank you,
Jay Metzger

The next meeting of the Law
Enforcement Association will be
held on Tuesday, October 25 at
3: 15 p.m. in Room 261. All
interested students are welcome
to attend. Topics to be discussed
include a progress report on the
funding from the Student Senate
of various activities, and the
possibilities of sponsoring a

Lyga
power which must be utilized
efficiently.
The Senate is only one of the
organizations Zack belongs to
here at Bryant. He is a Resident
Assistant, a member of the
Marketing Club, and i.s
employed at the library. He sees
these as assets to h is
performance as a Student'
Senator, because this enables
him to view the Senate through a
different perspective.

pholo by Dennis O'Connel
activities for the Center, he sees
it as a challenge to set new
objectives-for the Senate. This is
important because the Senate
has an abundance of energy and

Zack is open to any and all
suggestions that students and
administrators may have, and
hopes that they will ask them
freely.
The next Senate meeting will be
held on Wednesday, October 26
at 3: 15 in Room 386.

Marketing Club News
On October 27 in the Student
Center, the Marketing Club will
sponsor a Marketing Career
Day which will present speakers
from all fields of marketing.
They will be available for
discussions and questions
proposed by the students. All
students who are interested in
pursuing a career in marketing
are welcomed.
Th is past week at th e
Marketing Club meeting. it was
an nounced that the Program
ming Board has tentatively

planned a cocktail party to be
held around the second week in
November. The club urges all
members and especially those
involved in the Programming
Board to attend next Monday's
meeting on October 24, in order
to finalize any tentative plans.
As a final note. all of the
American Marketing Associa
tion application are due on
Monday, October 24; so if you're
interested, get your applications
in on Monds)' before it's lOO
late.

Halloween Mixer

Public Administration News
Bryant is revitalizing its
Public Administration program
in order that students might
better prepare themselves for a
career in Public Service.
The main thrust of the new
Public Administration program
is the senior internship that gives
an opportunity for students to
work full semester in
Washington, DC, the Rhode
Island State Capitol, Boston,
MA or for any number of
governmental agencies.
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Donkey basketball game. A date
for the mixer must also be found.
The members of the L.E.
Association visited the Adult
Correctional Institution in
Cranston this past Tuesday and
Thursday. Look for an article on
this trip and on the prison in next
week's Archway.

The Student Programming
Board presents its annual
Hallowe'en Costume Mixer
Saturday, October 29, from 9
p.m. to I a.m., featuring music
by Verbs. Free admission for
Bryant students with I.D. and
$1.50 fo r guests.
Dr. O'Hara, Dr. Joan
Marsella and Mr. Jerry Ramos
will act as judges for the
Costume contest, awarding
prizes for:
I) Most O riginal Ind ividual

Costume - $25.
2) Most Traditional (keeping
with the Hallowe'en theme) 
$25.
3) Best Group Costume - $50.
The three judges will be
observing the costu.nes from 9
p.m.- to II p.m. and the winners
will be announced at 11 :30 p.m.
A11 costumes must be in good
taste. Noone will be admitted
wearing inapp ro p r iate or
offensive attire. Only Bryant
students are eligible for prizes.

Graduate Internship
In an attempt to improve
management of the Federal
Government, President Carter
issued an executive order to
establish the Presidential
Management Intern Program.
The new program is an attempt
to meet the government's need
for competent administrators.
Beginning in the summer of
1978 outstanding graduate
degree recipients in Public
Management will be eligible to
participate in a two-year
internship program with an
Executive branch agency of the
government. The participant
would start at a G.S.9 and is
eligible for promotion during the
two years. Beginning pay would
start at fifteen thousand dollars.
The work will involve such tasks
as· program planning and
evaluation, policy analysis,
financial management, labor

relations, personnel manage
ment,
program/management
administration and analysis and
management services.
Applicants for the program
must be nominated by the Dean
of their graduate school.
Applications will be made
available early in October. The
Civil Service Commission will
then recruit, screen and select
applicants. Final selection of 250
graduate students will be made
by specific agencies in which the
applicant was trained.
This program is the first step
by President Carter towards
impriving the Federal
government. The Public
Management major with a
graduate degree is important to
the Federal government. "The
well will run dry," so to speak,
without the new ideas and
insights of these pepple.
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Free Money

Brycol to Wine and Dil!e Parents
by Steve Sellers
Tpe Gym should resemble the
C oconut Grove this Saturday
evening as Brycol, Bryant's
Student Service Foundation,
plans to transform the structure
into a night club overnight.
Brycol is chipping in to make the
Henny Youngman ~ Gotham
show a rousing success for all the
Ma's and Pa's who are expected
to attend.
One hundred and thirty tables
are to be set up to accomodate
the anticip ated large turnout and
Brycol will make sure that no
one will have a dry whistle in the
house. A cash bar, serving beer,
wine, soda, and sherry, will
precede the entertainment,
which will begin at 9:00. After
that time, a service bar will

Dance
In an attempt to "'culturize" a
part of the Bryant Community,
the Women Educators of Bryant
College (WEB), in conjunction
with the Wo men's Athletic
Dept.,last Monday sponsored a
Modern Dance performance by
the Rhode Island College Dance
Company.
T he show was conducted as a
lecture~d em onstration. Dr.
Fanny Melcer. choreographer
for RIC, served as narrat or. Dr.
Meleer explained the d ifferent
methods, styles and movements;
how they differ from one
another in an attempt to convey
a certain meaning.
Due to the limitatipns of time,
only portions of ballets were
viewed. They were. however. not
only the typical "'Swan Lake'" or
"Nutcracker Suite"', but also they
represented modern
ideas

operate and waiters will provide
table service. In addition to the
liquid refreshments, cheese and
crackers will be in ample supply.
The Country Comfort, a
popular spot for students on
campus, will also be open on
Saturday night with beer, wine,
and soda to complement the
various munchies they offer.
Brycol will also be serving
refreshments, including mixed
drinks, on Friday night during
the semi-formal dance held in
honor of Parents' Weekend.
When we last checked, the
Brycol staffers were busily
preparinlZ for what is to be an
ambitious weekend for them and
an enjoya ble one for their
patrons.

~ompany

The office of the
Director of Residence Life
(that's Pete) has a new $500 fund
to use to support new social,
ed uca ti onal, and athletic
funcions in the dorm Village.
Designed to add to the existing
programs, the fund will be
distributed, no more than $25
per function, to groups of
interested students not currently
receiving any funds, and to
RA's. The idea is to encourage
small groups to stage activities,
to bring together students (and
hopefully faculty) with common

22, Saturday

23, Saturday
23, Sunday

By Jayne Morris

Performs

A year ago the Student Center
was open to provide the Bryant
College students with a place for
relaxation. To celebrate, a big
bash was held last night. The
entertainment, "Ten Years
Late," gift of the Student Senate
and Student Programming
Board, was a jub band, which
was a new experience for many.
To help everyone get in the
spirit, the Pub reduced prices on
beer and soda to IO¢ (5¢ fo r the
last hour). Bud, Schlitz, and
Miller gave out free T-shirts and
posters, while the GLC provided
the birthday cake. And yes, even

Saga was in the act--donating
pizza for 1,000 people.
When ashd how they felt
about the "Pizza Hut," students
have commented on its size: too
small to accomodate everyone
and too large to provide for
small get~togethers. But to those
of us who remember the good
old days, it is a welcome addition
to this campus.
Gerri Hura, D irector of
Student Programs and Services.
was pleased by the way everyone
cooperated and gave their
assistance in planning the party.
We hope everyone enjoyed
themselves.

Industry Representatives
To Discuss Marketing Careers
and humor. Traditional love
scenes were transformed into
satires.
The Ar('h~\'o)' would like to

Semi-formal dance feat uring the music of
Peter Borelli and His Orchestra. 9 p.m. to
I a .m. in Salmanson Dining Hall.
Casino Octoberfes t. 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. in the
St udent Center.
Octoberfest Highlight. "Gotham" feat uring
special guest Henny Youngman. 9 p.m. to
I a.m. in the gym.
Movie: 7 Percent Solution. 7 p.m. and 9 p.m.
in the Auditorium.

24, Monday

Comstock Cody. 9 p.m. to I a.m. at the
Country Comfort.

25. Tuesday

Buzzy Tremblay - folk singer and guitarist.
9 p.m. to J a.m. in the Student Center.

. 26. Wednesday

interests; these programs will grant to buy the ch eese.
supplement the big, open parties Additionally. you must fill out a
that currently exist. Jerry program report after it's allover,
Ramos, Housing Coordinator, which will be filed for future
predicts some interesing reference. This will give those
possibilities, in particular for . who come after you some idea
Dorm 10, Bryant's "accidental what has worked and what has
not worked in the dorms.
co~d situation."
The grants are, again,
Needless to say, there are
some catches. F irst of all, the available to groups of students
money cannot be used to not now receiving school fu nds,
purchase alcohol (presumably and also to resident assistants.
drugs are right out, too). Anyone interested should
However, this does not rule out contact Peter Barlow or Jerry
alcohol at these functions; if you Ramos in the Student Affairs
buy the wine, you can apply for a Office.

Student Center
is One Year Old

thank Mary Spear and Sari
Stern, coordinators for
Autumnfest, WEB, the
Women's Atletic Dept., and the
RIC Dance Compa ny for their
contributions to the cultural
environment at Bryant.

Movie: Start the Revolution W ithout Me.
7 p.m. and 9 p.m. in the Auditorium.

27, Thursday

Howie Newman - guitarist and story teller.
9 p.m. to 1 a.m. in the Student Center.

29, Satu rday

Halloween Mixer featuring "Verbs." 9 p.m.
I a.m. in the Student Center.

30, Sunday

Movie: The Omen. 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. in t
Auditorium.

STUDENT PROGRAMMING BOARD NOTICE
INGS FOR THE STUDENT PROGRAMMING BOAR
There are two open positions on the Student Programming Board.
for a commuter and one for a representative for Dorms 10 a
II. If you are a commuter or you live in Dorm J 0 or Dorm 11. a
like to get involved with the Programming Board,
.......",.. the Programming Board meeting on Monday, Oct. 24 at 3: 15
Room 270 or contact Chris VanLuling in the Senate Office by
October 26.

MOTi
than ift n indu try
representatives will be on hand
on Thursday, October 27, 1977,
for a Marketing Career Day.
Under the direction of Professor
S teven Soulos, the program wil l
offer students an opportunity fo r
an informal one-on-one
discussion with men and women

T m br
ti, m
research, premium mercban~
dising, international marketing
and many other key businesses.
Marketing Career Day will take
place in the upper level of t he
Student Center, from 11:30 a.m.
to I :00 p.m. Students are invited
to stop by and mingle.

"Mike"

CALENDAR OF UPCOMING EV ENTS
Oct. 21. Friday
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By Jayne Morris

Grad uating from U.R.1. in
June of '73 with a Bachelor of
Science degree in BUliness
Administration (Ac:counting),
Mr. Michael Lynch began work
for Peak, Marick, and Mitchell
Corp.. a national public
accounting firm. while teaching
part-time at U .R.1. Even though
he had decided to teach, he
wanted to obtain two years of
experience for certification as a
While at
public accountant.
Peak, Marick, and Mitchell Mr.
Lynch spent a week or a month
at a particular industry, engaged
in auditing. However. in order
for him "'to bring industry to the
students", he spent a year at
Rogers Corporation, '" a
diversified international
manufacturer,'" handling
pension and taxes. He was "a
doer instead of a reviewer.'"
In college Mr. Lynch was a
member of Beta Alpha Psi
(National Accounting Honor
Society), Phi Kappa Phi (Nation
Society), Phi Kappa Phi
(National Honor Society for
Universities), and Beta Gamma
Sigma (National Business
Honor Society). Currently he is
chairman of the United Way
Fund Campaign, which is now
underway. He also records tax

p hoto by Karen A. Miller
tips for radio stations and plans
to write newspaper articles on
taxes. On the lighter side, he
enjoys swimming, tennis, and
gold.
Mr. Lynch's main interest is
taxes. "'If you understand taxes,
you will be the most valuable
asset to the business, as it is the
backbone of any industry.'"
Receiving his masters in
taxation from Bentley in August
of this year, he is now working
on a proposed masters in
taxation for Bryant. He has
already contacted 28 teachers,
written the descriptions of the

courses and hopes to" have t he
completed plan by November.
Hopefu lly, the college will
approve the program (or a
related one) by next September.
"I love it here," M ike Lynch
enthusiastically answers when
asked how he likes teaching a t
Bryant. The students are "hard
workers, serious-minded, a nd
well~prepared for class." Bryant
allows him to have time to
educate himself (tak i ng
advanced courses at Bentley),
and be with his family in East
Greenwich.
Seeing how the
other half lives has made him
appreciate life here .
As to what a teacher should
be, Mr. Lynch states, "'There is
more to teaching than 50
minutes a day.'" He feels that t he
faculty should get to kno w the
administration on a personal as.
well as a professional level in
order to better the lines of
communication within the
college.
Mike also likes to help
students with job applications
and resumes, and gives advice 8S
to the field of accounting
(pu blic, private, and govern
ment) best suited for the
individual student. He is always
happy to have students come in
to chat or share a cup of coffee.
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continued/rom p. I.col. 2
that a long-range report of the
College will be published in the
spring.
Perhaps The Archway will
Connecticut; Jeanne A. Barree, again approach Dr. O'Hara next
and Christopher M. Wiswall, ' year at this time to ask him to
Massachusetts; Mike E. Farrar reflect on the year past.
and Susan L. Perry, Vermont; Certainly, his philosophy of
and Jeffrey A. Ferrante, Janet E.
communication and interaction
Ruthowski and Kevin Burk,
between all constituencies of the
Rhode Island. Kevin is the 1977 College will aid in the achieving
Smithfield Scholarship winner.
of the goals which will benefit us
The Presidential Scholarship all.
Committee, under the chairman
ship of Professor James Estey of continued/rom p. I. col. 4
Providence, is composed of two response Dr. Berberian thanked
representatives from each everyone who had attended, and
constituency of the College, especially President O'Hara and
including faculty, student body the Mayor for their present
ations.
and administrators.
Dr. Nelson Gulski, a trustee of
Bryant, made a speech in which
he gave his concept of a perfect
alumnus. One of the more
significant points he made was,
"'He is a member of the Bryant
Sales Management Department family, and we sink or swim with
of the Channel 10 station. The him. '" He said that Dr. Berberian
people were very interested by measured up to his idea of a
his talk on how ge got into the perfect alumnus . Next he
television world, what sells on presented Dr. Berberian with a
television, and how to determine painting of Berberian Hall.
what the public wants on Finally, Doreen E. Bielot, Class
television. After Mr. Chase of 1979, presented Mrs.
spoke, the floor was opened up Berberian with a bouquet of
to a question-answer period.
flowers in appreciation for all
The organization would also the help and support she had
like to thank all the advisors who given her husband.
All in all, it was a pleasant
attended the dinner. Hope to see
you all at the next dinner which afternoon, with one of Bryant's
will be held on December 7, most distinguished graduates
1977. And remember, "Delta receiving a richly deserved
Omega Works for You!"
honor.

A Message From
Dr. Lowell Smith

Winners of Scholarship
Meet With Dr. O'Hara
The ten winners of Bryant
College's first Presidential
Scholarship program will meet
with President William T.
O'Hara and members of the
Scholarship .Committee for a
luncheon on October 27, 1977 at
the College. The meeting was
planned to give the students an
opportunity to share their
experiences with the President
since coming to the campus this
fall. Invited to the luncheon are:
Nilda Andrade, New York State;
Frank Folz and NeilJ . Reardon,

Delta Omega
Professional Society
The Delta Omega Profession
al Society Dinner-Speaker event
that was held on Thursday,
October 6, 1977 was a huge
success! One hundred and fifty
one people attended the cocktail
hour and dinner held at Wright's
Farm in Nasonville, RI. Also
many persons attended and
enjoyed themselves at the pre
dinner. cocktail hour held by
Father John Lotio.
The organization extends
their many thanks to Father
Lolio for holding this cocktail
hour. The speaker was Ray
Chase, the Administrator of the

Student Senate
The Student Senate of Bryant College is the
student governing body that serves as a chan
nel of communication between the student
body' and the Faculty and the Administration
of the College.
Student Senate Approved Organizations
Accounting Association
Bryant Catholic Club
Bryant Christian Association
Brycol Student Services Foundation
Data Processing Management Association
Delta Mu Delta
Delta Omega
Economics Club
Econom ics-Finance Club
Education Association
God Squad (Religious Music Group)
Gun Club

Interfaith Council
International Relations Club
Investment Club
Karate Club
Kolenu (Jewish Student O rca nization)
Law Enforcement Associatio n
Management Development Club
Marketing Club
Masquers (Drama Club)
Scuba Club
Servitium Club
Ski Club
Skydiving Club
Sports Car Cl ub
Stage Band
Student's International Meditation SOC iety
Student Progra mming Board
Table Tennis Club
Veterans' Club
Wantu Wazuri
Weight-lifting Club
Youth Guidance Club

'

It is with a profound sense of
personal loss that I must
announce that the College has
accepted Dean Clarissa
Patterson's resignation as Dean
of Academic Instruction
effective at the end of the
academic year. Clarissa has
asked to resume her position as a
member of the faculty of the
Department of Secretarial and
Office Education.
Most of you are aware of the
exemplary fashion in which
Clarissa has performed the task
of Dean. While it isan extremely
challenging job, it is largely a

Lowell C. Smith

ARCHWA Y TRIVIA
Answers on page 18.
average price of a new house as
of Aug. 1977?
6. What is the current
population of the U.S.?
7. What is the latest illness
officially recognized by the
medical profession?
8. The Cinncinati Reds were
the last National League team to
win the World Series in seven
games. The Reds beat the
Boston Red Sox in the 1975
series. Can you name the last
American League team to win
5. Within $1000, what was the the series in seven?

I. How many calories are in a
one-and-a-half ounce Almond
Joy bar?
2. What country is the Aar
River, which flows into the
Rhine, found in?
3. What is the state horse of
Massachusetts? (Hint: it's the
same as Vermont's)
4.Can you name the second
baseman who played for the
Yankees and Dodgers in the
1953 World Series?

Greek Letter Council (GlC)
Membership of the Greek Letter Council.
which serves as tnp governing body of fraternal
activities <\nd policies. is composed of the
presidents of the sixteen chartered fraternities
and sororities on campus.
Fraternities and sororities generally have
members of thl! faculty and administration as
advisors. Each organization holds initiation
during the year and has its own schl!d ule of
activities and social events.
Fraternities
Alpha Delta Omega
Beta Sigma Chi
Delta Sigma Phi
Kappa Tau
PhI Epsilon Pi
Phi Sigma Nu
Tau Epsilon
Tau Epsilon Phi
Tau Kappa Epsilon

thankless one', yet Clarissa has
approached her responsibilities
with a sensitivity and a
dedication to Bryant which will
be difficult to duplicate. When
she made her original request
last April, I persuaded her to
postpone it, but her strong desire
to return to teaching makes this
increasingly difficult. Under the
circumstances, I have reluctantly
accepted her resignation with my
most sincere gratitude for her
inestimable contributions to the
College.

Sororities
Alpha Phi Kappa
Beta Sigma Omicron
Kappa Delta Kappa
Phi Upsilon
Sigma Iota Beta
Sigma Iota Xi
Sigma Lambda Theta

Professional Clubs
To acquaint students with the professional
requirements of their chosen fields. profes
sional clubs have been fonned for the purpose
of bringing successful businesspeople to Col
lege meetings as guest speakers.
These groups include the Accounting
Association : the American Marketing Associa 
tion : the Data Processing Management As
sociation. for Systems Manageme nt majors:
Delta Mu Delta. a national scholastic honor
SOCiety: the Delta Omega Professional SOCiety.
for students majoring in business: the Econom
ics-Finance Club: the Management Club: the
Serv;tium Club. for Hotel, Restaurant and In 
slltutional Management majors: and the
Educators Association. for Teacher Education
majors.

The Archway
The College newspaper is published weekly
during the academic year It is edited and
managed by members of [he student body.
The paper cor. ''li ns notices of campus events.
news items. editorials, and expressions of
student opinion .
The ledger
The College yearbook, the Ledger. published
in the fall of each year. is written and edited
entirely by students.
The Ledger is available to seniors and
interested individuals for a minimal cost
BRYCOL Student Services
Foundation. Inc.
BRYCOL Student Services Foundation. Inc. is
a non -profit student service organization that
was incorporated by seven students in 1975. It
is an entirely student·run operation: from ac
counting to c1eric:}1 to maintenance to man
agement functi ~Jns . BRYCOL has two major
corporate go.::.ls: to provide goods and services
to the community at the lowest possible price .
and to provide opportunities for students to
obtain practical experience in business admin
istration.
BRYCOL presently offers the following
servIces to the community: newspaper sub
scription service. refrigerator rentals. college
ring program. dry cleaning service. and mixol
ogy course. In addition. BRYCOL operates
two business concerns during the academic
year: The Country Comfort. is a deli-sandwich
shop and wine and spirits cabaret and The
BRYCOL Boutique Shop. a plant and gift
shop.
Radio Station WJMF
The radio station is a student operated non
commercial, educational FM station deSigned
to proVide a dynamic educational . cultural and
entertainment medium to the Bryant Com
munity.
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NEWS

SCOOP

Tidbits from United Press International
(UPI) Philadelphia Daily
News sports columnist Stan
Hochman today accused ABC
sports commentator Howard
CoselJ of assaulting him aboard
an airplane preparing to leave
L.A. following yesterday's
World Series game.
Hochman accuses Cosell of
slapping him "four, maybe five
times" last night after the two
exchanged sarcastic remarks.
A spokesman for the
newspaper said Hochman "was
exploring the possibility of a suit
and criminal charges."
Cosell called the incident
"completely and utterly insane."

*

(Memphis, Tennessee)--A
grand jury in Memphis,
Tennessee has indicted six
persons allegedly involved in a
bank fraud scheme in an
elaborate plan to defraud the
late Elvis Presley of more than
338 thousand dollars. The
scheme revolved around the sale
and leasing of Presley's plane.

*

(UPI-Saranac, N.Y.) It will
come as no surprise if voters in
Saranac, N. Y., are confused by
an election ballot on November
8th. That's when a l2-year
Democratic incumbent named
Sam Tedford runs for re-election
for the town board. The trouble
is, his Republican opponent is
his first cousin, and he's also
named Sam Tedford . Democrat
Tedford says the G-O-P
nominated his cousin just to
cause trouble, but the
Republicans deny it

(UPI) A 23-year-old
construction worker says his
father keeps him so busy on the
job, he couldn't think of a better
setting for a wedding than to
simulate a construction scene.
So, Carl Trimble of Muncie
and his 22-year-old bride, Terry
Hiatt, took each other for better
or for worse yesterday under the
blade of a bulldozer flanked by
two dump trucks.
The bride wore a full-length
wedding dress, the groom blue
.
.
jeans. The bride had only one (UPI-~ou?tam VIew, C: A .)
stipulation, she insisted the N ASA sClen~lsts say they beheve
dump trucks be bedecked with they have. dlsc?vered. how pre
flowers
life chemIcal mgredlents were
gathered together on the
primitive ocean shores to create
the first life.
The scientists at NASA's
Ames Research Center in
Mountain View, CA., say a
(UPI-Newport , R .I.) A two nickel-bearing clay commonly
pound lobster named Charles G. found throughout the earth acts
Hooligan, won a return to the like a magnet for the kind of
sea after sweeping the 8th amino acids from which life is
Annual All Service Lobster believed to have sprung.
Land Race in r';ewport , R.I. The
The NASA laboratory says it
losers became dinner. Charlie has reproduced the action in
was entered by the U.S. Coast experiments in which amino
Guard, and beat 16 rivals down a acids and various metal-bearing
48-inch course in fierce clays were sloshed together as
competitIOn at the Naval they may have been in primitive
Officer's Club. He finished his seas.
crawl 43.3 seconds. His coaches
The scientists say all metal
claim he was bred and trained bearing clays attracted amino
under the America's Cup acids, but that the nickel-bearing
Yachting course.
clay was the only one of eight
Patton, a l2-pound entry tried which had a special
from an Army contingent at the attraction for the kind of protein
Naval War College finished amino acids associated with the
third, but went unrewarded. He origin of life.
and all the other losers were
The experiments also show
featured in a New England that other clays destroy non
seafood dinner cooked for the protein amino acids at a faster
400 spectators. Strict rules rate than the protein forming
govern the race, which is open to acids, possibly accounting for a
entries from all military gradual increase in the
branches. Coaches can direct proportion of the chemical
their crustacean charges with materials that led to living
leashes, but are not allowed tv organisms.
The NASA lab was able to
pull them down the course.
link together eight amino acid
molecules in its imitation of the
ancient seas, and to "concen
trate" DNA, another building
block in the origin of life, with a
zinc-bearing clay."

*

*

*
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LIBERTY
continued from p. 2, col. 3
LINES
With Dean Alberg, we
analyzed the impact of the
proposed change on the
scheduling of courses. Here too,
What "Free" Press?
we believe that there is nothing
By Robert M. Bartell
that can't be remedied with time.
WASHINGTON , D.C. (Lib
Mickey Perlow informed us in
erty Lobby New$ Service)
July that the final say to this
The recent SPOTLIGHT
recommended proposal, resting '
exposes
of
corruption,
with Dr. Lowell Smith, was in a
murder and organized crime
in the nation 's capital have
word "no". The reason he gave
brought into sharper focus
was that the college community
the conspiracy of silence
is not capable of sustaining such
between the major news
a change.
This implies, as
papers and the electronic
media. This conspiracy.
previously stated, that any
says
The
SPOTLIGHT,
change would have to benefit the
is
to
keep
you
from
learning
entire college and not just we
how
"your"
legislators
select few(l042--fall '77
and "your" federal govern
enrollment) accounting majors.
ment abuse the trust you
place in them.
Dr. Smith's major objection
In May, 1975. U.S. park
seemed to be that our proposal
police recovered the body of
would result in additional
Merle Baumgart from the
staffing in the Accounting
Potomac River near Wash
ington. His neck was broke,:"
Department at the displacement
his scalp peeled back, hIS
of present liberal arts faculty.
skull fractured. Yet his com
This was definitely not our
panion had escaped un
intent. In fact, because students
scathed from the car accident
could still opt for the two liberal
which ostensiblv caused
the death. Dried blood
arts electives, there is no
caked on Baumgart's clothes
assurance the liberal arts faculty
indicated death took place
would be affected at all. If the
well before he entered the
liberal arts faculty is kept at its
river. Yet these and many
other circumstances were
present level while increasing
completely ignored by the
Accounting Department faculty
Department of Justice and
numbers, the added benefit of
the death was quickly
reducing class sizes would be
hushed up as an accident.
gained.
In its editorial blasting
the newspapers for their
In fairness we would like to
lack of zeal in investigating
reiterate other possible
the death, The SPOTLIGHT
curriculm changes mentioned by
said, "To the Establishment
Dr. Smith. These changes would
news i,; what appears on
the front page of the New
involve the combination of
York 'Times' and the Wash
courses. For example, the three
ington 'Post.' By the Estab
law courses (L20I, 202, 203)
lishment's definition, if it
would become two courses. In
isn't fit to print there, it
simply isn 't news .
this manner the accounting
"This is even more true
major would cover the three
in the case of television.
courses without having to use a
A recent series of articles
professional elective, but few
in 'TV Guide' reported how
accounting majors take all three
the television network news
departments
take
their
anyway. This same form of
cues from what the New
course combination was
York Times' and the 'Post'
mentioned for the intermediate
decide is news.
accounting courses. The result
"Thus, in America today,
here would be an elective gained;
freedom of the press does
not belong to the man who
however, our original idea was
to improve the curriculum, not
to cram too much into one another reeason to change to this
semester and decrease the pproposal has come to our
quality of the curriculum.
attention. The A.I.C.P.A., in a
We would like the reader to recent film, has brought to the
note that some states (9) are attention of auditing students
consider ing the expansion of the need for an additionto the
accounting to a five year major courses offered in our major.
as a prerequisite to sit for the Many large companies employ
c.P.A. exam.
cumputerized data processing
A possibilty implied but not systems to maintain accounting
stated would be for the records. At present, Bryant has
Accounting Major to add extra no course designed specifically
courses either through summer for accounting majors in the
school or a sixth course during systems application area.
the semester.
For many, Students receive one introduc
summer school would mean the tory course (SM 102) in the core
exclusion of work in addition to program, and could use a
the extra cost incurred. The professional elective to take
addition of a sixth course would SM450, Systems Analysis and
seem impossible considering Applications, but this course is
how crowded classes are this designed for "management
year.
This also gives the applications" (see Bulletin of
accounting major an unaccept
Bryant College, p. 101) and not
able added burden.
for accounting applications.
Since we began our effort to SM 102 is a fine course if the
gain the two swing electives, student wishes to learn the

owns one, but rather to the
shadowy figures who own
the 'Times, ' the 'Post,'
and a select, very powerful
group of other news outlets.
What they decide is news
receives coverage, and any
thing else receives a blackout
worthy of totally controlled
presses
in
communist
countries.
" The SPOTLIGHT has
a different philosophy about
what constitutes news. To
us , news is what has real
impact on voters and con
sumers. Freedom of the
press is more than titillating
articles about the 'life style'
of homosexuals or reviews
of pornographic movies,
Freedom of the press is
more than articles extolling
the thrill derived from using
- cocaine, marijuana and other
dangerous drugs. "
"On the contrary, freedom
of the press has to do with
politics, issues and honesty
and integrity in govern
ment. It has more to do with
those than with the W ash
ington 'PORt' wanting to
force a President from
office. "
In its examination of just
why the establishment news
media is ignoring the Baum
gart story . The SPOTLIGHT
goes on. "The last three
issues of The SPOTLIGHT
have been gobbled up on
Capitol Hill as no issue be
fore. The growing Baumgart
Mafia-Justice Department
lobbyist-ICC-congressional
scandal is the talk of the
town ."
The SPOTLIGHT investi
gation, which is not over,
reaches into corporate board
rooms, the halls of Congress.
the Interstate Commerce
Commission . the Depart
ment of Housing and Urban
Development. two foreign
embassies and the trail
widens almost daily. Was
this why Merle Baumgart
was silenced?
Don 't look for the answers
in your daily papers. You
won 't find them. But of
course, America's news
papers are free to print
just what they want, aren't
they? With no one to account
to but you . . . and you don't
count.
Itt"Rdl"r ' s

f'umme nls
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fundamentals of the computer,
but it contains nothing on the
application of this information
to specific majors.
It is obvious that the
accounting major already needs
more professional electives to
cover all the accounting courses
needed and offered; the obvious
need for a computer application
course makes more professional
electives mandatory.
Lastly, we would like to point
out that two concerned students
can accomplish little alone., We
need the support of all the
accounting majors, the
Accounting Association, and the
faculty so we are not caught in
the dilemna of "Learning Today
for Tomorrow's Decisions"-
applying yesterday's standards.
Thank you ,
Charles Michaelman
Marc Genereux

Sorry ... Henny Youngman
Show is Sold Out
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Sigma Iota Beta
The sisters of SIB held their
annual Smoker last Thursday.
All who attended enjoyed seeing
the sisters in a more formal
setting, and were able to see
some of our skits as well.
The Hallowe'en Happy Hour
will be on F riday, October 28.
There will be games and prizes
for all. All freshmen and
independent girls are invited .
T he sisters of SIB would like
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Welcome parents! This week's
column IS called "Personal
Touch" in order to let everyone
know what the sist ers have been
doing at Bryant.
First, Rosie is back to her old
tricks, just like last year. She has
become a fixture In the
Rotunda--commonly known as
"Rosie Rotunda."
Second is Jean. She has just
opened llP her own real estate
business and is constantly on the
run. Good luck, Jean!
Third Mary is once agin
psyched for cheerleading. She
has begun a tough job just
recently--handing out basket
balls in the gym.
Fourth is Jo-anne, who is
cant. to p. 8 col. 3

elta Ka

a

The sisters of Kappa Delta
Kappa would like to thank all of
you for making our smoker a
success.
We welcome all parents
visiting and hope they have a
good time this weekend.
Next week we will have our
Hallowe'en Happy Hour, and
we hope to see many of you there
in Dorm 7, Room 221.

Kappa Tau
The Brothers of Kappa Tau
held their annual Smoker last
Monday night at The Library.
We would like to thank a ll those
who attended the Smoker and
made it a big success. Special
thanks go to all the alumni
brothers who attended and help
put it on.
Last Friday night we held a
joint Happy Hour with our
sisters, APK. It was one of the
best Happy Hours all year, and
we are looking forward to more
of them in the future.
We are having our Personality
Weekend on November II, 12,
and 13 with APK and Beta. We
will be keeping you posted as to
the events and their times that
make this weekend the best
weekend of the year.
Last Tuesday we played TE in
football. The outcome was a
heartbreaking tie, 3-3.

Kappa Tau

,'GREEK'
NEWS'
,,

..

Sigma Iota Xi
To highlight the past three
weeks we have a few
congratulations in order. First
off we want to extend our thanks
to all who ran for us in the GLC
cross-country race, as we placed
first. Excellent job, girls! A very
special thanks to Kathy Lopes
who came in first over all, and
was by far the best! Also,
congratulations to Lauren
McCusker, our new Pledge
Mistress. You've go alot of work
ahead, McCusk, and we know
you'll do a super job.
We would li~e to thank all
those who attended our Smoke
last week. It was a great success
and a lot of fun!
Our volleyball season has
been going well, and I think
everyone will agree that we're all
having a blast, although tense at
times. A-team, as it now stands,
has a record of 6 wins and 2
cant. to p . 8 col. 4 •

Phi Sigma

u

The brothers of Phi Sigma Nu
wish to extend thanks to
brothers Paul Atwood, Paul
Blend, BiII Cambell, Tom
Nelson and Jim Reinhart for
their participation in this past
GLC cross-country race. We
would also like to thank J im
Holtz and Tom Traviglini for
runing as representatives of Phi
Sig.
The football game played
September 29 between Phi Sig
and TE ended in a ~ tie. Superb
defensive play was executed by
both teams. However, on
October 15 Phi S ig was
cant. to p. 8 col. 4

Beta Sigma Chi
The Brothers of Beta Sigma
Chi would like to cordially invite
all Freshmen and Independents
to our annual "Smoker" on
Tuesday, October 25. This year
it will take place at the V.F.W. in
Slatersville. We are asking you
to please be at Dorm 4, second
floor by 7 p.m. For your
convenience a bus will be
provided which will leave at 7:30
in back of Dorms 3 and 4. Be
prepared for plenty of partying.
This Friday, October 21 at 3
p.m., we will be holding a Happy
Hour and again want to send an
open invitation to all. If any
Freshmen have any questions
about school or social activities,
onto to p. 8 col 3

Tau Kappa Epsilon

The Brothers of Tau' Kappa
Epsilon would like to welcome
the parents to Bryant College.
We hope you have an enjoyable
weekend .
On Wednesday we defeated
Delta Sig by a score of 3-0. This
win give our football team a
'record of 3-0-2, to put us in first
place tied with Phi Sig.
Phi Epsilon Pi
We would also like to invite
to our Happy Hour on
everyone
Back again! In the recent
Freshman Queen jUdging Phi Friday afternon and to thank all
Ep's candidate, Sue Bitzer was those people that helped make
our party·a successful one ·this
first runner-up.
past weekend.
Congratulations, Sue!

Our Smoker, which was held Sigma Lambda Theta
October 6, prod uced a fine tu rn
out. We hope all those who
The sisters of Sigma Lambda
attended had a good time. Theta would like to welcome all
Judging by the looks of the hall 'parents to the Bryant campus.
at the end of the night, you did, We hope your weekend is an
and so did the brothers!
enjoyable one.
This past weekend Phi-Ep
Theta's annual Smoker was
held its annual alumni banquet, held on Tuesday and was a great
but fo r the first time, it was held success. The sisters would like
in the fall rather than the spring. to thank all girls who attended
This was an attempt to gain and hope they enjoyed it as much
better attendance, and it as we did.
succeeded. We had the largest
How about · a new idea?
turn-out ever with nearly thirty Beginning Monday, the sisters
alumni brothers in attendance, will be selling stationary. So if
some travelling from as far away you are running low, be sure to
as New Jersey, upstate New look for the red and white.
York and Maine. It was a
Tau Epsilon Phi
fantastic weekend, and we would
like to thank Scott Hermes, our
The Brothers of Tau Epsilon
Alumni Secretary and his
Phi
are pleased to announce that
committee for doing uch a fine
our Smoker was a successful
job organizing it. Thanks!
event. We would like to thank all
cant. to p. 8 ,'01. 5
the great people who attended.
Dr. O'Hara, Mr. Ba rlow, and
Tau Epsilon
Mr. Ramos were among the
The Brothers of Tau Epsilon guests at the Smoker, and we
would like to thank all would like to extend o~r
independents and alumni who gratitude for their efforts in
attended our annual Smoker, making our Smoker a special
which was its usual success. In occasion.
relation to smoking, Dick Terrill
We would like to welcome all
was, as he kicked a 38-yard field the parents visiting the campus
goal to put the brothers i~ their this weekend; we hope their visit
usual winning position oCa "tie." to Bryant is a pleasant one.
TE-C is in a strong rally on the
TEP participated in the GLC
bowling lanes with eight straight cross-country race this month.
victories. Our annual hayride The perpetuating endeavors of
cant. to p. 8 col. 5
will be a huge success. Finally, I
would like to thank Lance ·for
helping me with this news letter
Alpha Phi Kappa
in his usual special way.

Delta Sigma Phi
The Brothers of Delta Sigma
Phi would like to thank everyone
who attended our Smoker for
making it so successful. We hope
you had as good a time as we did .
We would like to congratulate
Ed Berriman, Bob Wayne, Jim
Martini, Dan Shea, Pete
Bramberger, Drew McGlaugh
lin and Bob Clark for combining
to win the Greek Letter Council
cross-country race. Ed Berriman
placed second in the event and
also shattered the school record
for the course.
We would like to welcome all
of the parents to Bryant College
and hope you enjoy your visit.

Sillia Lainbda Thela

The sisters of Alpha Phi
Kappa would like to congrat
ulate Debbie Stevens on
becoming a Social Pledge.
As for our volleyball team, we
seem to be getting into the swing
of things, for our record has now
reached an amazing 7-2.
We would like to thank those
Freshmen and Independents
who came to our Smoker.
Everyone seemed to have an
excellent time, most leaving in
good spirits.
On Friday, October 28 we are
holding our annual Hallowe'en
Happy Hour at 3:30 in Dorm 9,
third floor. All freshmen and
independent girls are welcome.
We would like to see you all
there!

Tau Epsilon
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The Inquiring Photographer
This Week's Question:

Before my parents get here I have to--
Photos By
Ken Sorge

Nancy Prayzner: Get the keg out
of the suite.
Jim Garde: Take a Shower

Donna Ellison: Hide the pot

Sue McCormick: Gel Wasled

Rudy
shirts

Sean M cNamee: Get a haircut

TEP

Announcement
The Brothers of T a u E psilon
P h i are pro ud to a nnou nce that
Mr. J er ry R amos, R e ident
Director, has accepted the
position o f Advisor to our
fraternity. We feel t hat with
Jerr "s baclc g roun d a n d
expenence. he wilJ be a great
asset to our impr ing relat io ns
and continuing growth on the
Bryant camp us.
W w uld hke to invite all the
fraternities , soro rities and t hei r
advisors to an acquaintance
party Friday , O ctober 28 at 3:30
ant e t pnoorof D orm4
(Gardener Hall - B).
We u nderstand tha t there will
probably be other fu nctions
going on at this time. H owever. a
few moments of your lime fo r
this event will be a p p reciated.

SIB

Greek News Cont.
Beta

L'ont. from p. 7 col. 1
to invite a ll fresh men ana
independen t gir~. t sign up for
o u r a n nual Tea, held a t the
Embas y Club. Thi year it will
be held on D ecember 4.
We wou ld like to thank all the
gi rls who ran for us in the G l.C
r ss-country race. We placed
second in the race.
Although our volley ball team
is 3 and 4, we are having a great
time in the gym this seaso n.
Basketball practice will begin
oon. We would like to say
thanks to Austin for helping us
All o f the Sibbies a re psyched
for P are nts' Weekend . S IB
parents will be reco gnized by the
way they leave early t party on
their own in the hotel G la dys
and Ralph ARE returnin~!

I BOUTIQUE
HOURS

I
II
I

I

the Brothers always have ti me to
talk.
Beta would like to express a
very special thanks to Kat hy
Mike. our candidate for
F reshman Q ueen. fo r sJob well
done.
Again hoping to see all at ou r
Happy Hour on F riday and oUr
annual .. moker" on next
T uesd ay, October 25. T ake care
and as the semester approaches
its second half, joy and
ful fi llment to all.

BSO

out.

'~(I~'~'~'~~'~(~'~(~(I~I

I
II
I
I

coni. fro m p. 7 col. 2

Mon. thru Fri. 12 to 5

Sat. & Sun. 11 to 2

i

I
I
II
I
I

Watch
F or SpeCla
· · ISfI
I
another service of BRYCOL

cant. from p. 7 col. I
total ly involved in "The lassie. "
Just remember, J o-anne, we still
love you .
Fifth is Nancy, who is one o f
the original inventors of our new
drink--VooDoo Juice. She's
eager to make her own batch on
Hallowe'en.
Sjxth is Michelle, who is
currently s udent teaching at
Cranston E 1St. We can't wait to
have you back next semester,
Michelle--braces and aiL

I

I~(I~('~I~C'~'~I~~~~~

Seventh is Jaci, who only has
two things on her mind-softball
and BOB. We're sorry, Jaci, but
BOB canNOT become a BSO
sister.
Eighth is Liz, who spent the
summer in PortugaL Liz's motto
is: Married in the summer; single
in the winter. It's good to have
you back--DIVORCED!
Ninth is Cheryl, who has
decided to take a little vacation
from work for awhile. By the
way, Cheryl, how do you like
your new roommate?

Phi-Sig

com. from p. 7 col. 2
victorious over KT by a score of
14-3. T o uchdo w n passes from
Q B Kevin Comeau to BiU" Ba lJet
Sho es" Co rre ia and Jo hn
C ostelo accounted for both
scor . E xcellent defense \Va
executed by Tom
ummings,
with two interceptions, and
linemen Drew Tarian, Tom
N els o n , and Bill Corre ia .
Vict orious again. Phi Sig llnally
poten t o ffen se and
pu t it
defense t ogether to thrash P hi
E p. Two's cool connected fo ur
times, as John ostell p ulled
d own four spirals from Kevi n
Comea u to account for the 27-3
final score. C o m e au and
C ostello also co ntributed, with
three and two interceptions
respective l y to the six
intercept ions made by the
seco nda ry. At the season's
midway point we have outscored
our o p ponents 61-6. Our record
stands fi rm at three wins, no
losses and two ties .

SIX
coni. from p. 7 col. 2
losses; our B-team is enjoying an
action-packed, fun-filled season.
You're all doing a great job. Let's
get psyched!
As Hallowe'en is next
weekend, we'd love to see some
innovation and creativity at o ur
annual Hallowe'en Happy
Hour. We hope we'll see you all
there. Dress up or come as you
will, and we'll have games, prizes
and a guaranteed great time all
around!

Thanks to one of our
Advisors, Ms. Pelkey, we have
added to our sorority a little
And now a U the Sisters of Hallowe'en spirit--a "Sigma
BSO would just like to Pumpkin." We ali love it, and
congratulate our new Social thank you very much.
Pledges: Donna Bossian, Cindy
Hope everyone has fun
Caldwell, Barbara Hart, and
Jean Dombrowski. Good luck entertaining their parents this
weekend . See you all next week.
through pledging, girls!

Noestmer:·

my

TEP
cont. fro m p. 7 cot. 5
the b rothers a nd ind epen dents
run ing in the race showed great
potential for futu re events. The
"TEP- B" bowling team was
successfu l in pulling off three out
of four victories last week; the A
,ea m was less fortunate. losing
fou r consecutive game. This
streak of t he A team will cause
the teal, ;) r egrou p and come
ba k on an u p-hill swing.
TEP has planned a car wash .
D etails of t his opp orturuty to get
yo u r ca r meticulously clean will
b fou nd on a sign posted in t he
Rotu nda.
T h e bro t he r s are b usy
planning "unique events" which
will be announced soon. We are
also plan ni ng more parties and
happy h o urs.

Phi-Ep

ont. from p. 7 col. 3

Under announcements, we
wo uld like to con gratulate T im
"Commander" Cote on his
recent engagement to Miss
Brenda Lee of Augusta, M aine.
We would also like to say
farewell and best of luck to
br other Greg H oeft. G reg
graduated last May and will be
leavin g fo r G unsburg, Germany
to serve in the armed forces very
soon. G ood luck, Greg. Stay in
shape so you can chase down al
those blonde fraulines! For all of
you who know Greg, we would
like to mention that he will be
here this weekend for his last
visit to Bryant for quite some
time.
This weekend we all say "Hi"
to Mom and Dad as they travel
so many miles to see us. We hope
that everyone enjoys themselves
and takes full advantage of all
planned activities. To assure that
this happens (for the student,
anyway), we have planned a
Happy Hour today at 3: 15 at the
top of Harriet Hall B (Dorm 2).
See you there!
The Brothers of
Phi Epsilon Pi
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Aquaintafest

Horoscope
Highlights
For
October 21 - 27

Agenda
Friday, October -~lst
6-8 p.m.

Arrival and registration for October
Acquaintafest W e ekend-ROTUNDA .

9- I a.m.

Semi-formal Dance-SALMANSON
DINI NG HALL
Dancing to the music of Perry Borelli and his
orchestra. Admission: 50¢

Saturday, October· 22nd
10-12 noon

Coffee and Doughnuts-ROTUNDA

10-12 noon

ORGANIZATIONAL OPEN HOUSE
All organizations including the Student
Senate, Brycol, The Greek Letter Council and
others invite you to their offices. Additional
organizations will be located in the Rotunda.
Brunch-SALMANSON DINING HALL
Cost: $1.96
FACULTY COMMUNICATIONS
Each academic department will have facpltv
and student representatives to discuss the
curriculum and faculty expectations of you
son or daughter.
Location: Room 386 & 387
PUBLIC PARENTS COUNCIL MEET-
lNG-AUDITORIUM
Chance 10 become an active part in the
present and future of Bryant College.

10:30-2
11-12

12-1 p.m.

1-3 p.m.

Tours of the Mowry House and Alumni
House
CASINO OCTOBERFEST STUDENT
CENTER
a chance to play the Las Vegas games. win
prizes, and not spend a penny! Fun for th
whole family with music by a German band.
Admission: FREE
Catholic Folk Mass-ROTUNDA
Dinner-SALMANSON DINING HALL
COST: $2.68
Official Welcome -GYM
OCTOBER ACQUAINTAFEST HIGH 
LIGHT-GYM
While sitting at candle-lit tables, sippinlZ
cocktails or soda we present Gotham. This
Cabaret-style band will preceed the zany
antics and jokes of Henny Youngman. An
evening of family entertainmnet.
Admission: $3-advance; $4-door: 3 tickets for
$8 advance: $3 tickets for $11 at the door.

2-5 p.m.

4:30-5 p.m.
4-6:30 p.m.
8 p.m.
9-1 a.m.

•

Libra - Sept. 22 - Oct. 22
You've been entirely too
optimistic of late and this can get
you into trouble . Stop
daydreaming. Your financial
situation needs reviewing. Pay
uyp those debts this week, before
you get in over your head. Lucky
in love on the 22.

•

Scorpio - Oct. 23 - Nov. 21
It may be advisable to slacken
your pace in order to detect error
or overlooked details. A
relationship is not panning out
as you had expected. It's time to
give up. Wednesday is your
lucky day.

•

Sagittarius - Nov. 22 - Dec. 20
Social and personal life
should be combined more
effectively. Make a beginning
this weekend by including a
loved one in Y9ur plans. A friend
who persists in stirring up
trouble should be given the cold

shoulder. The 27 is your day to
shine .

•

Capricorn - Dec. 21 - Jan. 19
Don't hesitate to play up to
that important person in your
life. You'll receive a warm
response. Excellent vibrations
exist for social or material gain.
Lucky in

Ie

Brunch-SALMANSON DINING HALL

10:30-2

Cost:~ $I . 96

12-1 p.m.
12-4:30 p.m.
4:30-6:30
7:30-10

Catholic Folkmass-ROTUNDA
Free Time!
Dinner-SALMANSON DINING HALL
Cost: $2.68
'
MOVIE-AUDITORIUM 7 PerceQt
Solution

Welcome Parents
Enjoy Yourselves!!!_

Smithfield, Rhode Island (401) 231-1200
A Administrative Center
B Auditorium
C . Brycol
D Classrooms
and Faculty Offices
E Counseling Center
F Country Comfort
G Dormitory Village
H Gymnasium
all be behind you. Take
advantage of every situation this
week .

23.

Aquarius - Jan. 20 - Feb. 18
Your attitude toward a certain
person until now has been
indifferent. It is indication there
is much to be gained by a show of
interest on your part.

Sunday, October· 23rd

B ryant College Campus

.'

•

Taurus - Apr. 21 - May 20
Change is in the air this week.
Get out of that rut you're in 
take a vacation, find a new
companion, buy a new
wardrobe. Every change you
make will be· a good, positive
one.

Pisces - Feb. 19 - Mar. 20
Aspects are not good for
making important decisions this
week. Guard against words or
actions that could come out of
anger. Control your emotions!
Lucky in love on the 21.

•

Aries - M ar. 21 - Apr. 20
Keep your eyes wide open this
week. Opportunity will be just
around every corner. Your
friends collegues, and family will

I

Koffler Rotunda

J Library
K
L
M
N

Mowry Alumni House
Official Residence
Parking Area
Student Center
o Town Houses
P Track
Q Visitors' Parking AreE
You seem entirely too sure of a
certain person's intentions. Use
your head and not your
emotions. An emergency of
some kind arrives ami it is unfair
for you to handle it without
assistance. This problem must be
shared.
'

•

Leo - July 23 - Aug. 23
A week of surprises: A favor
you recently bestowed will be
amply repaid . Competition is on
the move. Gear yourself to the
demands, but don't overcommit
yourself.

Gemini - May 21 - June 20
This is the week for unusual
activity. You and a friend will do
something quite out of the
ordinary. An extremely
intriguing person has crossed
your path. Don't fall under the
spell as others have.

•

Cancer - J une 22 - July 23

•

Virgo - Aug. 24 - Sept. 23
A new person has much flair,
no dou bt of it, and you are
intrigued. Look a little deeper;
you won't find much. With
everything going so well,
remember to keep your feet on
the ground. Conceit wIll get you
nowhere.
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Parents will probably
consider Bryar.t students to
be more or less "typical"
college students. Ofcourse,
the Tupper Campus is
anything by typical and
this picture page is
intended to dispel any
myth that "Bryantonians"
are stereotyp ic. We have
here balanced what we feel
are complementary
images; portraying untyp
ical students in an atypical
environment ...

Photos by R.E. Brillhart. Bob
Ells worth. J. w.. Jon Jos/ow.
and Jeff Tunis

/

I
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10/22/8st---

Compiled by J. W.
•his page represents some interesting tidb,ts from Bryant's
lustrious past. Perhaps this will give parents some insight into our
I "~ edecesors...)
,

1 118/74

OPINION

I know it is all very interesting, this business of grand dramalic
e ments coming through the printed page to you. I can write
·t hing I choose and yo u are enticed by the price of TH E
CHWA Y (free) to read it. Perhaps if the media and the press in this
icular case were to be de-mystified you would give more feedback
he paper and the administration and even the Student Senate. I am
'eal live person. I am sure that all the other writers of THE
CHWA Y are also people. As people we need such things as food.
Iter, love, sex, and even some sort of assurance that we are doing
mgs that you are interested in . It is disheartening, to me at least, to
rite about something only to find that it bores you to tears. It is also
. :ouraging to me to find that people so quietly give up rights they
ere never sure they had (search and seizure on this campus.. . the Bill
ights and all that other highly idealistic stuff).
Bryant College is a part of the world . The world is not solely
ant College (though some people have made this place their little
world). It is easy to get completely wrapped up in this little world). It
IS easy to get completely wrapped up in this little institution . I do not
be ieve it comes anywhere near to giving a synopsis of western thought
or even thought in America, I know that Liberal Arts Colleges have
totally different atmospheres than Bryant CoUege. Perhaps we should
iook into some o( the reasons. They emphasize liberal arts.. .liberal
arts being the study o( whatever you happen to be interested in-if!
depth. Great consideration is gin'n to the humanities. Business colleges
have historically been more concerned with (acts (1) figures (whose)
and case study . Life can be quantitatively analyzed, but can it be
~Jo yed that way? Art (a very nebulous thing) has played a very
unportant part in man's view of himself.Anthropologists and historians
have often used art to explain a civilization's \'Ilues though they have
~I~?m . used sou~d accounting practices as a judge of another
clvlhzatlon. In bUSiness schools I believe it is very easy to get lost in
acco unting. marketing, management. etc. ~nd' forget \I; hat
philosophl('al base the whole trip has. So live a little, hne dangerou'i
VISions, wonder what a paint.-r Wlb trying to say when ht' painted Ih"
picture, wonder what the hell is goin' on (to quote Mi('k Jagger). Bu.
most o( all \\'ondl'r why is this going on. and where it might lead.
.
Michat'l J. Moon

Surprizing
Support
Marks
Bryant's
Vietnam
Moratorium

There were no violent demon
strations, no pickets, no rabble
rousers, nnd no evidllnce of the
much publicized gE'neration gap.
Insh·nd. ordE'rly meetinl!:S and
enli!!htening discussions were in
evidence at various Ii)cations
throuRhout the day.. ....
The day long moratorium was
mad!' up of spE'eches and in
formal digcu Hsions by faculty
anti !ltutlrnis. At !l :OO a .m., Mr.
Gu('k gT)ok(' on "F:connmi<"s and
the War". It was stand in!! room
only as the nudit'net' 'warci GIJ('k
tt'll of the drastic e('onomie d
ff'('ts ()f the war. and that E'ven

cont. to p. 18 co/. 1

10/20/72---

Bryant

Victim

Of Bad

Publicity
that I would be constantly asking for change of a
dollar.
that RA' don't know everything.
that it doesn't matter how late I schedule
class-I'd still sleep through it.

my first

that I would change so much and barely realize it.
that what I wish I had known may not be what
wish I had known.
that college kids throw paper airplanes too.
thdt the best roomate is the one who goes home
every weekend, and sometimes during the week too.
thdt ellery clock on campus shows a different time .
that if you were smart in High School. so what!
that I'd go to a party the night before a final.
that you can know everything and fail a test.
that you can know nothing and pass a test.
that. the zip- code is 02917.
that B.S. doesn't mean Bachelors_
that I could get used to almost anything I found out
abou t my roommate.
that home would be a great place to visit.
that most of my education would be obtained
ou tside of class.
what I was getting into.
that Sunday is

a figment of the world's imagination.

what a "greek" is.
that 8 a.m . is an ungodly hour of the morning fQr
anyone to be awake.
that GLC is not the Girls' Leaders Club.,
that psycology IS really biology. biology is really
chemistry, chemistry is really phYsks, physics is
really math. math is real!y ........
that I would become one of those people my parents
walrled me about.

"College Shock" can
strike where it is least
expected to occur or do any
significant damage. The case
of 17 year old Stephen Cross '
of Suffern, N.Y., may point
up' the fact only too well."
So reads the opening lines of
an article written in the
JOURNAL-NEWS, a Nyack,
N.Y. based newspaper with a
circulation of approximately
the same as the
PROVIDENCE JOURNAL,
about Stephen Cross, a
Bryant freshman who
remained here only one week
at the begin n i ng of th is
semest~r.

Stehpen ' s main reason
for leaving Bryant apparentb
stemmed from his naivete of
college life in general and
particularly the smoking of
pot. "I didn't realize how
bad the drug situation was at
Bryant," the former exrlorer
scout related. "Just about
everybody there is on drugs.
They put me and another
freshman in a suite of rooms
wi th four upperclassmen,
something for which I was
not prepared, if you want to
know the truth. The
upperclassmen all smoked
grass. I figured it out before I
ever saw them light up. They
wore their hair long and we!l,
you could just tell what they
were. They had a look about
them," the aspiring enforcer
of law and order went on ......
•'Every night they kept
asking me if I wanted to get
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Dear Madame Lovonda,
I've been hearing all sorts of rumors about the nt'~ president'~
house the College is building on the campus. First I heard it was go ing
to ('I)st $200,000. then I heard $100 ,000. and then $80,000. and at
last count it was up to $300,OOO! The ru mors are endless. I heard it
was going to have a swimming pool and a laser beam security system.
and all sorts of spirfy·keen doo·dads. One person even wen t as (ar as to
say it was going to be a scaled down model of the Unistructure leaks
and all!
'
Seeing how Bryant College thrives on rumors, I deCided to try and
clear this one up and went to see Mr. Ryan. As..;istan l to the President.
lie ~ave me all the necessary information, which I was very glad to
receive. However, the College rcruses to tell how muc h the resid('nce is
going to cost. Now , if the money is bl'ing donated to the College why
('an't (he Bryant Community know the dollar amount or the
contribution? I understand that the College relea!iCd the figures on the
Korner and Salmonson contributions. If ',he mont'y isn't coming ou t
of the students' tuition, then why is everything so hush · hu~? I lhink
it is wonderful that a person has donated the money and ft't'l that he
.";hould bt' thanked for his generosity. I also think the Bryant
Community has the right to know where revenues come from and
wht're they go.
I am presently taking a course in accounting. and one of the things
taught to mt' is the use or financial statements. The text emphasizes
their accuracy because they are used by many groups-two of which
~e stockholders and public. Now, even though I am not a stockholdu
In Bryant C~~It'ge, my parents do invest capital in the College in the
!,o~m of tU~~lon pa?·m~nts. ~nd , how about that accounting term
disclosure? My pOint IS that If thiS school teaches how important the
finanCial operations of business art' to interest groups, why won't they
tell me and the Bryant Community how much tht' house is going to
cost? Is this what they mt'an by, "Don't do as I do: do as I say?"
Madame Lovonda, doesn't Bryant College practice what it
preaches?
EqUlta
. bl y,
Paul J. Carroll

V"ur 1'uIII.
1)ellJ 'l you IIl1d('rslalld pla;/I EII,:lillll { The (/ollOr Uli$h..., 10 "main
UllOn .Y"IO" .~I The: C"lIeMc ;.• only /uoki"llaflcr il.~ "c'~1 ;nter('sl and
b"/'I!I'(' lilt " il waldlC's ;I.~ ;1I/('r(' ,~1 arid lip 01 1/ol<(lIl al Tru.c/ . IIle 1301111
lllal Hdps /lr)'alll C"I/('/oll' IIdp itse/f, S(J ",/101 if tll(, Mud.."t, walll to
kll o w 11011' IIIl/c·II 1111' hmllll' il< ('(I.~tillJ.ll Who do IIw.v t";llk the v are,
anyway ? 1'1,(, su/ary pU,vC' rs (If t·(·c' r .y persnll wurl: illll at Bryallt C~lleKe ~
,vuw. Id,y dUII'1 ."011 f.!O "ome alld lal:t' a Ilia. hot balll (Jlld u'al('h
" '·,';siml. You 'II/('c'/IIIUdl bc'll('r ill Ille momilll! alld Ihe problem will
lH' all for/:olicII. Ta/~(' il ('a~.\' . nOll'l 1(I0l'ry aboul tile CQtI,·~(' . it '.' in
RC)o(/ Iral/(/ ,~ . Tlu' Trr, s /('I',~ (u'" jllsl ('an'l al'(lid "rin!!ill!! ' ''I'm liP. ('an
'1/1/," 11.'11111 to ",al: 1' ,<111'(, IIII'~' d,," ' f
Ihi... deul " lid ;1 ',< 1101
"""IIIt"·r.,... ·.1 In'
,tl/l/l''''~ .., l:r\'QIII «',,11'1:<' UIII,,,,,.I,· ","
('/I(f"!!t' /i'ds Ih,' ,.. ,,,dt·lI/s t·.III/Ie, 1 (J /II'''1' /' IIr,' tI ~'II{"' I/(' < fi l l/if , b ll..,"I'. S
Irlll/sadi,II, ullfl /I",), 're ri~ill .· ol ('Ul/I' ," ' · . \1.,,,,/ "" 11I1" "' ('s~ s/iull'llls
1/'/'1) " 't' ''' ' ('1/ I'llIdyill,,-! III',';IIl's.~ fo,. II<'u.
';1' (oI l1 r .""('I'.~ "'IIOW
abuut 1)lIsillc'ss ','ul/ ,< o('/;ol/l, /
'
Air . ." .,. ""11' ';1111'/(' ;/ i ,< / 1" '0"'1'''''., all ;,,,/I,,·J. J I"ink YOllr
"",1)1"111 is IIwl Y"" ','" b.·c 1/ /i" ','II'II/: 10 U,'/p/' ."Valla al/ci IllS
Corporale Rc·sp<JI/., ib,I,/.v 011(1 nlls;nc'ss F./I,;('s Ja''1(ol/ lor 100 lUll/{.
TII!'re '.~ lId-filinl! UIII'I/I;('al aboul h('epil/Il tilt· enlire Bryant
Commul/ity. minus a se/eell..w. in thp dark-i. there? Rill/IUU
un·aec-ounlab/v.
Madame L o t'u nda

w.·n

I',.. ,,,,,,'f'

"'01/'

11,,..·(·.

high. I don't even drink!!" he
exclaimed. "They had a
party there every night, too.
I couldn't sleep. They had
girls at the parties. One night
the other freshman (his
roommate) told me there
were 30 different girls out
there last 'night, outside my
bedroom. "......
"He grossly exaggerated the
situation," Dean Kurtz said.
"Further, I think Steve Cross
feels he is the moral arbiter

of other people's lives, and
this attitude Is not going to
assure his success as a law
enforcem e nt officer. For
example, when we offered
him a change
n
accomodations, he would not
let us move him for fear of
what would happen to the
student who took his place. I
think he was just too
home-oriented and not really
mature enough to handle a
college situation," Kurtz
concluded ......

10/22/78-----------------------

OPI NION

b\ Pa ul Demers
_ After week~ of hearing ru mors. the Student Center has fi nally opened 10
reveal ils true size and nature , Thought of as a spacious addition by'Some and
judged to(l small by others. it alleast provides an alternati\'e to the cramped
condi'-jon~ we ha\'e experienced so far this semester. One reaclion has bee n
fairly con~tanl. Ihal is. mosl are impressed by the interior. myself included ,
The o:lly thing thai could dampen my feeliflgs towllTd the Center would be t~
way studenls treat il.
The other morning I noticed "orkmen already repairin!Z the w" lk ir. fron t
of Ihe Center where some ·collegr" ~tudenl~ had inge r.:,)u, I\' ~cribblt:d thei r
name~ in Ihe wei concrele Ihe night beiore, Is thi~ an iIlJi'.ati"HI oflhmp 10
come? Wtll \'andalism. one of Ih ose e:ura-curneular acti\'ilies Ihat "as so
common last year. makc a reappearance? 1 he siluation is prelt) poor whe n
Security ha~ to guard a Siudent Centt."r against slUdenl~ , Whal i~ going to
happen "hen sludents di~co\,t:r that the "ooden wall~ or th ~ buildinRare of
excelknl ljualily tlf initial can ing?
The Student Centcr ha~ cost a lot . bOlh in time and monc\'. bUI il offcr ~,
somelhing ne" hI Br~ant: a ~tru-:turt." designed (or stude nt \(;clal aC11\ IlIn,
Thr I.(ucslion rc main~:
Willt".: C, nte r be u ~.' d or abu~c d h, the \lUdc nb"
.
Th,' ch ..icc j, Ollr , . I.et's llI i.1 ~C thr richl on,',
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POETIC INTERLUDES
INNERVISIONS

ODE TO THE LONELY PEOPLE

By Donna Lampen

By Jay Metzger

Although we had different views,
I respect your beliefs as I hope you respect mine.
Although we may have had the usual difficulties
that come in life,
I am glad knowing that they in no way lessen our love
for each other.
Though I am grown,
I can still benefit from your years of learning and insight.
I know that I can depend on you for aid and support
when no one else is there.
I am content in that you will stand beside me
thru hardship and joy;
-laughter and tears;
defeat and victory.
And although I may not always show it
by words or actions,
I love you.
Happiness is elusive
to those who seek it.
It is a state of being
which comes naturally.
Inner peace
develops and flourishes from the
contentment in one's own abilities,
the joys of loving and sharing with others,
and the inexpressible was and being loved.

A DEEP POEM
By Demers, Tunis, and Medynski

The dance floor was filled with students swaying in
rythmic appreciation of the band, and its loud
music.
Every face was etched in happiness, and satisfaction.
Above the floor, groups sat at tables, laughing and
,
drinking beer.
But at one table, there was a solitary figure.
He sat there seemingly separated from the rest in a
world of his own.
He was there for the music, not to meet girls as all
the other males were.
That cause had long turned hopeless.
The girls passed bv him, and he watched them, knowing
all along he would never meet any.
He had friends, but most were too busy with other
friends to pay any notice to him.
The rest were always going somewhere, or just weren't
around long enough.
There are others like him; they are the lonely people.
The ones the world just has no time or need for.
They live in a fantasy world where they are king,
and everyone caters to their every desire.
It is a world where friends are numerous, and enemies
nowhere to be found .
That was his life.
Suddenly, a ray of sunshine pierced his eternal night.
It was in the form of a girl, who he had met before,
sitting down next to him_
She was everything he wasn't, and more, much more.
For she radiated beauty, like the rainbow after a
storm.
They talked until it was time to leave for home away
from home.
Parting with a simple goodbye, they went back into their
worlds.
But for him, time had stood still, and he had become
wanted.
He walked back to his room with the glimmer of hope
etched in hIS face_

n in the 'mmering nigh light,
With her breast heaving and throbbing,
He walked into her life,
Never to return as the man he once was,
For he was unchanged as the sands of time
That shifted over her body.
From that moment on, there was fire in his eyes,
And onions on his breath .
His mind was not his own,
But that of green slime.
Nothing mattered to them anymore,
It was the end of the accounting period,
And all the adjustments had been made.
'"It was the best of times,
It was the worst of times,"
It was one fifteen and the inside of the JACK-IN-THE-BOX
closed.
So were their minds.
Reality no longer existed for the feeble men in the boat,
Who had been out to sea for over fourteen years.
THEIR time was running out,
And so was their phone service.
The enemy raiders had raped their cows and piUaged their
women.
The only clue was a note in the ashtray.

There's a place under the dome,
Where a group of upperclassmen roam,
There's a Paul, a Large and even a Jeffy,
They meet every week,
Through the nice and the bleek,
They are part of the Archway,
That weekly sheet,
The one you read, that puts you to sleep,
Some weeks were funny,
We never have any money,
But the paper will always be there,
After all, someone has to care,
So cheer up faithful readers,
We aren't cloud seekers,
We only try to print the news.

Suddenly a hand reached out,
Took the note and walked into the door,
The lights were out.
The raider read the note,
It made no sense.
It must have been in some form of code,
Possibly Canadian.
It read: Accounting 442 has been cancelled,
Please select another major.

She walked alone into the essence of reality,
Room five of the Bonanza Motel,
Only to find a crumpled note in the ashtray.
Suddenly a hand clutched her throbbing breast,
In this, the end, she cried franticly.
A low voice exclaiming, I~WO cheeseburgers, a Moby Jack, and :
large Root Beer.
II

Momentarily, past memories passed through her mind.
Was it him or was it Memorex.
Maybe ...................Maybe not.

Lonliness.
The fTlasses move together
but she is alone.
People whisper
Girls gossip
Couples walk arm in arm
but she is alone,
Some looked at her face
smiled, said hello
but she couldn't see or hear them
as she hid behind herself
in a cave of darkness
afraid to emerge
and become a person.

I left you behind
now you're miles away
- but I know part of me ~s still with you.
Though we can't always touch
--my hands grow cold and my heart is sad-
the times we can are special
When I am in your arms
the day is bright despite the rain
and we walk on rainbows of our own paradise.
The thought of you keeps me going,
I survive only for you and the memories
we are destined to make.
Our future with each other
is my energy to live-
more sacred to me than
anvthing in the world.
Do what you can
and what you want-
not the things others are able to do
or feel that you should be doing.
Why be like someone else
when you are you?
If you are a bird
then fly high in the skies,
but if you don't have wings
there's no reason to try.
Be like the sun and shine brightly
on the people around you.
It's better than striving to be
a majestic tree that is
overpowering and domineering
casting shadows over the flowers below it.

S' WEEKEND
THE WEEK BEFORE PAR
By Jay Metzger
The sun signalled one less day to go as it
raised itself over the horizon.
Another Monday morning was upon him.
It had been a week since he went home for
the first time this semester, and now it was
only five more days before home came to him.
Parents' Weekend was Friday through Sunday, and
his parents were coming for the occasion.
But he had no time to dwell on the subject for
he had an eight o'clock class to go to.
Tuesday afternoon found him with his pen
part of his anatomy.
He was going on his tenth try at writing an article
for the college paper, and he sensed number
eleven would be coming soon.
There was something wrong he had not been able
to locate, but diligence would payoff sometime
next year.
.
That was probably the fi~hing time on the article
which was due tomorrow.
Oh well, it was time to eat, so he decided to
finish it that night.
Wednesday came, and so did the article, but now
he had his column to work on.
He finished that off in no time, compared wit the time
it took to do the other article, that is.
Somehow, the transition from Wednesday to Thursday
never quite made it to him.
It could have been because he never got to bed;
instead, he had been helping here and there
on the production of the paper.
Anyway, now that it was Thursday, he began to
look ahead to Saturday, when his parents were
coming to see him.
On Friday, the first contingent of parents began
to ruter in.
Happy sons and daughters ran to embrace equally
happy and proud parents.
He watched with expectation of the moment when he
would be in the same position.
He went to bed early that night to make-up
for what he had lost somewhere
between Wednesday and Thursday.
A smile creased his face.
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Economic Corner

IN RETROSPECT

by Richard Spivack
Continu ing with my discusion of pricing electricty at either
the elasticities of demand or the
costs of production, it is now
time to look more closely at the
costs and production of
electricity.
Elettric utility systems are
highly "capital intensive", that
is, capital costs (interest and
depreciation) are by far their
largest type of cost. They have
huge fixed plants -- generating
facilities, and transmission and
distribution lines. Once in place,
these facilities are long-lived and
the capital charges go on twenty
four hours a day, whether they
are fully used or stand idle.
The cost of producing a
kilowatt hour depends crucially
on the amount of power being
produced at any given time. If
the system is being under
utilized, say, operating at fifty
percent of capacity, much of the
utility's capital is being, at least
temporarily, "wasted". Because
demand for power varies greatly
from time to time, reaching its
peak only a few hours a day a few
days a week, there is little idle
capacity most of the time in most
utilities. In fact, excess capacity
appears to be the rule.
But to blame all problem
on the utility company is to look
a t only half oft he story. Part of
the regulatory "bargain" under
which the utility gets its
protected monopoly is that it
must meet virtually all demands
for electricity. As a result, the
amount of capacity that a utility

must construct and operate is
determined by ils peak. Two
important things foHow from
this. The sharper the peak, the
greater the capacity that must
stand idle on the average and .
hence , the greater the overall
cost of production. But more
important, the larger the peak
and the fas ter the peak demand
grows, the more capital and the
more new investment that are
required to fulfill the obligation
to serve all.
To meet these peak demand
periods utilities typically keep
more than one kind of
generating facility on hand.
Their most efficient -generating
equipment is in use relatively
steadily to meet the basic load
requirement. To meet peak
loads, generators that cost less to
buy but far more to operate are
frequently used. As a
consequence, when the demand
on the system is high, less
efficient, more expensive
generating facilities are typically
used, to satisfy "peak demand"
requirements. During periods of
relatively low total demand,
such as between midnight and.
six a.m. for most utilities, the
most efficient generating plant
and equipment is. used and the
costs per kwh may be a little as
one-tenth of that for an
inefficient peak load generator.
If the peak demand grows
fro m year to year the utility has
to expand its capacity . Until
relatively recently the
technology of generation and

transmission was improving so
rapidly that new capacity was
typically more efficient than
existing facili ties. Consequently
by growing a utility reduced its
average cost per kwh. That,
unfortunately, has chan ~ed
drastica lly . Technological
change largely has ceased to
produce more efficient
generators, and the cost of
capital has more than tripled in
recent years. As a consequence,
new generating facilities
frequently cost a utility more per
kwh of capacity than the old
ones.
I think that this article is
significant in bringing forth the
second villain in our utility case.,
namely the consumer. Of course,
I am presenting to you the many
devious ways in which the utility
companies attempt to profiteer
on their monopoly positions, but
it is also important to note that if
reform is to come about, a
reform that would base utility
rates on cost of prod uction
rather than elasticies of demand,
the co-operation of many
consumers of electricty is needed
to reduce these peaks and
smooth out the demand for
electricty. In this way, the
inefficiencies and wastefulness
of generators can be removed.
The process of informing the
consumer as to the workings of
their public utilities should
encompass not only an
exp,lanation of consumer use
reform.
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That Three Pieee
Acoustical Band
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I have e x p re s sed great
expectations for this year' editio n
of Parents' Weekend, holding it to
be a welcome change from last year's
offerings .
While I do not retract by "biting
remarks" of last year, I do feel it
necessary to give credit to those who
worked many long and hard hours
to Iry to make Parent' Weekend of
last spring a success. Unfortuna tely,

they did not succeed. They are to be
commended for putting in any effort
at all. Too mallY students sit back
and ex.pect someone else to show
them a good time and then gripe
,when they are less than satisfied.
Wheth er the r esult
are
outstanding or just mediocre, I must
give credit to the committee which
tried so hard to make last year's
Parents' Weekend the success I wis h
it were.
Steven M. Sellers
THEARCHWA Y
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Ed' Almanac

1977 has been a year of weather extremes. T he past winter was very
cold and the summer was unusually hot. Historically, this is the
NORMAL weather pattern. T he weather our parents and we haved
lived with all our lives was abnormal, with cool summers and warm
winters.
What kind of weather can we expect in the future? Climatologists,
those who study the climate, predict more of the same extreme
variations in the weather, specifically in our region of the world .
Some of them believe that sunspots affect the climat\:, as I wrote
about a ~w weeks ago. For instance, in the 17th centu ry there was
little or no sunspot activity; during t his time a "~.: ~;-ice age" occurred
in ·Europe.
Just because we have finished experiencing a 40 year p...-i ')d of
moderate tempatures doesn't mean we'll have 40 more years of
extreme variations. In fact, most of the evidence is based on statistics.
Cli matologists still don't know what causes the trends in the weather
and climate. Until 1940, the Nothern Hemisphere was undergoing a
warming trend . By 1965, the average tempature has dropped one
degree. Since then, there has been no trend at all. Globally, there is a
slight warming trend. No one knows why our hemisphere is cooling.
The long range forca.sl for th next ew thousand year i being
studied at the pre ent time. Both nature and human technology will
play an important in the outcome. With industria lization, there has
been an increase in the level of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere,
which holds in the heat from the sun. This would point to a continued
increa5e in the earth's temperature. Yet scientists at Columbia
University'S Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory have linked
the periodic return of ice ages with changes in the earth's orbit. Their
data point to another ice age with!n the 'text 10,000 years.
One can see the makings of an ice age today in 1977. In extreme
Northern Canada, snow stays on the ground II months of the yea r
from September to J Uly. Should the Northern Hemisphere COO l .
down enough for the snow to remain throughou t the year, each
sucess ive year's snowfall will accumulate, creating a glacier which
will extend southward and thus herald the dawn of a new ice age.
.§~~~~ .
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Last yea r's Parents' Weekend
inspired some rather biting remarks
from me as I recalled the various
activities for that occassion. I
regarded the D avid Fr y e
performance as obscene, the faculty
parent commu ni catio n s as
inadequa te, and the weekend in
general as a disappointment.

* Next Week: Bobbie Nelson *
sponsored ~ the Student Pro".a~mln. Board
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ALICE, SWEET ALICE
By Fuzzy and Duke
What's different about these
two pictures? If you said the time
of day, you're wrong. Well, then,
it's gotta be two different
clocks... half right. You se~,
these two pictures were taken at
4:30, with the chimes ringing.

Yet one clock said 4:45, and the
other 4: 15. Who can explain it?
If you can, send your answers to
The Archway's "Is Father Time
Smashed?" Contest, c/o Jeffy
Tuna, P.O. Box 1031. The
winner will receive an
autographed pair of athletic
shorts.
G

Resta ura nt Review
By Craig Perry
This weeks question is: Do
parents get the munchies? The
answer is yes.
The second
question is: Do you hate them
enough to send them to Saga?
Hopefully not: In looking at the
wonderful area surrounding this
campus, besides woods there are
a few good places to eat. (Jack
in-the Box, and McDonalds to
name a couple.) But in order to
show some class (and since your
parents will pay) let's look at
some of the finer places your
family can eat.
Located right at our door step
are Timberland and Genevieve's
Kitchen, both offering modest
price's and good food. The
former features mostly
American and the latter serves
primarily Italian cuisine. The
atmosphere at both places is
casual.
Continuing on route 7 there is
Steers' Restaurant. They have
good food, featuring mostly
meats and some poultry. If you
continue on route 7 to North
Providence there is the Chalet,

on route 115 (Mineral Spring
Ave.).
Their atmosphere - is
excellent and food is good. The
atmosphere does outweigh the
food in my opinion.
Taking a ride down 116 to the
old Mac's Package store you can
find Tony's and Louies's
Taverns. Tony's is primarily
pizza and Louie's is old style
dining. Both have good food
and are moderately priced.
Although the outside of Louie's
is not the best, the inside is neat
and clean and the service is good.
Taking route 295 south from
route 7 leads to the Club 44 and
The Little Inn. The Club 44
combines excellent atmosphere
with good food. Although high
priced, the food is excellent. The
Little Inn has good food,
moderately priced, and is very
small and cozy. They have a
small lounge area to make a
table wait more comfortable.
My last suggestion is in
Woonsocket--The Bravo Pub. (I
reviewed it a few weeks ago.)
Situated in downtown, it has a
•.6

SPARE TIME BUSINESS

,

0 - your own prbfltable wndIng buelneu- 1200 to seoo monthly ••ming.
poaeIbI.'n jIIOUt epa,. tlma
'Ye.l- NO SElll"G. If ..Iec:ted.you will

(1:t: EXCLUSIVE location•.

be aarvlclng ~.....,

OUR COWANY ,. A IUIlPUER OF
NAINaCO SNACK ITEMS.

REQUIREMENTS: 11.000 to 15.000 CASH INVESTMENT.
(aaeured by m.chlnea and marchandl..)

good charw:ter. dependable au1o••nd IS to 9 spara hou's W~lI.. Income
Marta Immedlat.lyl W. IUPPIy product. macFl,nf!5. 'ocation •. ibpanSion
fln..:lng. buy beck Option. and profeuional gUidance. If YO"''' .IACer.ly
IntareaNd In apoIylng for thle genuine opportuMy toward financial IUC'
c-. pIeae c.,l or .rtte (Include phone number) for oe~ _,vi••
in your area to :
.

MR . ROBERT L. ANDERSON
WORLD INDUSTRIES. INC.
Executive Suite 303
1919 East 52nd Street
Indianapolis. Indiana 46205
Telephone (317) 257-5767

certain style to it. [think it is a
good restaurant, and very in
inexpensive.
Where ever you eat--Happy
Dining!!!

A lice, Sweet A lice is a
whodunit that would make
Agatha Christie roll over in her
grave. Whodunit? Who the hell
knows? We saw Ellery Queen
leaving the theater with a very
puzzled look on his face. Despite
the fact that it was a whodunit
with no answer, it was the goriest
movie we've seen since The
Texas Chainsaw Massacre.
The movie opens with a child
receiving her first communion.
A funny thing happened on the
way to the altar, though; she was
strangled, thrown into an organ
bench, and then set on fire. From
then on a knife did the trick.
Blood was everywhere; in fact,

there were so many stabbings
that 'Fuzzy took his popcorn
with him under his coat during
the last two. (Macho, huh?)
The acting wasn't bad, even
good in parts. One actor was
disgusting. He was the fattest
person we had ever seen. His diet
consisted of left-over catfood
which added to the effect.
We would try to explain why it
is so difficult to figure out who
committed the murders, but it
takes away from the only mental
stimulation during the whole
flick.
Should you go see Alice,
Sweet A lice? Do we recommend
it? Ahh-take a stab at it.

Music Scoops
by Debbie Brunner
-Bob Welch, former singer
and writer for "Fleetwood Mac"
has released his first solo album,
"French Kiss." Mick Fleetwood
is managing Bob's career. Most
of the songs are original and full
of much the same talent that
spurred "Fleetwood Mac."
-"Be Bop Deluxe" has become
really popular with the release of
their fifth album, "Live! In the
Air Age." They are scheduled for
an extensive national tour.
-Steely Dan's long awaited
sixth album, recently released in
September, acheived gold sales
status. The album title is " Aja. ..
-Steve Miller has been
renowned as one of the

industry's top musicians,
singers, composers, producers,
bandleaders, and entertainers.
Miller's career actually began at
age 12 when he formed a band
called "The Marksmen Combo."
That was back when he wore
black ties and gold-sequined
vests, and Boz Scaggs was a
member of his band. Two bands
and a lot of gold records later,
Steve Miller feels that his best
album is yet to come.
-Carole King's latest album,
"Simple Things" has been
certified a Gold Record for
selling over a balf million units.
Simply stated, it is a Carole King
tradition.

Purchase an engagement ring at Tilden's
for the same reason you'd purchase a Porsche.
You simply can't find a car with the
quality of a Porsche at a cut-rate price.
The same is true of the quality of a
Tilden Thurber diamond engagement
ring.
Oh, people will tell you they can give
you a deal. They'll even show you a
system for grading diamonds. But it
won't be the super stringent American
Gem Society system that we use at
Tilden's. Nor, will you get the chance

Tilden-Thurber

any\·" here else, to seek the advice of
four nationally recognized Certified
Gemologists _
It all comes down to this_ You pay for
what you get. And if what you want is
genuine quality in an engagement ring,
Tilden-Thurber is the place to come to_

$ 350

From 17bb

Certified Gemologists ~,
Registered Jewelers
(~~S )
American Gem Society ~

BankAmericard , Master Charge, American Express, Tilden-Thurber
charges accl'pted, Westminster Mall store closed Mondays
Westminster Mall. Newport. Wayland Square. Midland Mail. Olde Mistick Village . - - - -. .
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Pre-registration For Spring 1978
November 14,

1977-~ovember

22, 1977

Under the Preregistration procedure, it is the responsibility of each
student to make sure that courses are properly scheduled and
requirements for a degree are met. Prerequisites are listed on the
Master Schedule-please check.
NUMBER OF COURSES: A student may register for no more
than five courses with the following exceptions:
I) SENIORS who will require six courses to complete their
progam by May.
2) SECRETARIAL students.
3) A student with at least a 2.50 cumulative average at the end of
this semester may add a sixth course to his or her schedule through
the Add / Drop form.

Extra Cash?
M & R Associates, Inc. is a
company that offers unique,
high quality items. Weare
looking for an ambitious,
confident and self-starting
individual as our sales
representative. Perspective
Sophomore and Junior resident
students who would enjoy the
challenge of sales within the
campus community or your own
circle of friends and acquain
tances s are welcome to contact.
Kevin C. McMaster, Dist. Sales
Manager
6 Page Road

Students should preregister for their full schedule-DO NOT rely
on Add / Drop.
EVENING COURSES: Liberal Art courses (LA) are identified as
such on the Master Schedule. E201 or E371 may be used for one of
the English electives . Should you take both, you will use up one of
your Professional Electives. Do not confuse LA and PR electives.
COURSE RESTRICTIONS:
100
200
300
. 400

level
level
level
level
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-

primarily
primarily
primarily
primarily

a
a
a
a

Freshman course
Sophomore course
Junior course
Senior course

CLASSIFICATION NUMBER: Students preregister under their
PRESENT classification number which is based on the number of
semester hours passed at Bryant. Transfer students add the number
of semester hours accepted. Students who entered in September 1977
are classified as I (BA), I A (SEC), IT (TEd), I B (OA).
SCHEDULE CHANGES:
Chahges may ' be made in the
REGISTRAR'S OFFICE from November 30 through December 16.
After December 16, changes will have to be made during the first two
weeks of the Spring semester, through the Add / Drop form. For Day
courses Add / Drop changes are made by the instructors. For evening
courses Add / Drop changes are made by the Evening School
Director.
N.B. Unless you preregister, it will be assumed that you will not be
returning. Tuition bills should be paid promptly. During the week of
January 16, 1978, schedules which have not received financial of
clearance by the Business Office will be cancelled.

Lightbulbs! !
Lightbulbs. yes, lightbulbs.
They are depressing to think
about. Isn't your heart filled with
sadness? I mean for some bulbs
to be brighter than others, it
doesn't seem fair at all. Like
ordinary people, some come
long and slim and others are
short and fat . However, have
you ever seen one become
brighter? Dull lightbulbs never
learn.
Lightbulbs are disadvantaged.

They have no opportunity to
experience upward mobility.
Once placed, they always get
screwed. Oh, and how they get
treated. People abuse them .. .the
teasing is shocking! Bulbs can be
turned on in the middle of the
night. I mean, out of nowhere
you can approach a bulb you
hardly know, turn it on, get it
hot, then turn it off and walk
away-without feeling guilty!
For shame.

Weston, Ma. 02193
Telephone: 617-&94-7390

l\Jodern Dance
Workshop
WEB announces works'hop on
Modern Dance conducted by
Mary Reavey on Tuesday,
November I, 3:30 to 5:00,
Women's Exercise Room. All
are invited.

Contact Lens
Wearer
Save on brand name hard and
soft lens supplies. Send for free
ilustrated catalog. Contact Lens
Supplies, Box 7453, Phoenix,
Arizona 85011.

Help Wanted
To all persons interested in a
career of sales or marketing:
WJMF is looking for sales
representatives to represent t~e
station out in the field 10
securing sponsorship time for
broadcasts, sports events and
mixers. This position is paid by
commission. A car is necessary.
Contact Greg Gensler or Steve
Feinberg any afternoon at the
station.

WJMF Open House
WJMF will be having an
Open House this Saturday,
October 22 from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. We welcome all parents and
students to come in at this time
to see how a radio station is run.

WJMF Concert Report
By Lee-Ann Kenney
At the Paradise Theatre in
Bostoo...
October 22 and 23... STUFF
October 25-29 ... SouthSOUTHSIDE JOHNNY AND
THE ASBURY JUKES
November 6 ... CHARLES
MINGUS with LARRY
CORYELL
Two shows nightly at 7:30 and
10:30PM.
The boys are back in town on
October 23 when THIN LIZZY
plays the Orpheum at 8:00PM.
Special guests-G RA HA M
PARKER AND THE RU
MOR.
FRANK ZAPPA AND THE
JOHNATHAN
EDWARDS
will be appearing at the
Worcester Memborial Audit
orium on October 23 at 7:00 p.m.
JERRY JEFF WALKER and
JOHNATHAN
ED ~ ARDS
will be appearing at the
Worcester Memorial Audito
rium on October 23 at 8:00 p.m.
At the Providence Civic
Center on November 9 at 8:00

p.m. it's EARTH WIND &
FIREFALL and SANFORD
FIRE, with special guest & TOWNSEND play the
DENICE WILLIAMS.
Orpheum on October 27 at 8:00
On November 10 at 8:00 p.m. p.m.
the south's gonna do it again as
On October 30 keep a rollin'
the CHARLIES DANIELS
BAND plays at the Leroy with AEROSMITH as they
Concert Theater in Pawtucket. appear at the Providence Civic
They'll be joined by SANFORD Center at 8:00 p.m., with special
& TOWNSEND. CHARLIE guests STYX. AEROSMITH'S
DANIELS and SANFORD & October 29 concert at the Civic
TOWNSEND will also play the Center has been cancelled.
Springfield Civic , Center on
Also, STYX will be appearing
November 9 at 8:00 p.m. The
at the Orpheum on November 4
MARK FARNER BAND will
at 8:00 p.m.
also be appearing with them.
The Boston Garden invites
On November 12 at the
you to spend an evening with
Boston Garden and on
CHICAGO on November 8 at
November 15 at the Providence
8:00 p.m.
Civic Center, QUEEN will grace
the stage in a concert you don't
Spend an evening with Arlo
want to miss. Both shows start at Guthrie, on Sunday, October 23,
8:00 p.m.
in his only Boston appearance
Spend a night on the town this year. The concert will be
with ROD STEWART, in held at Shapiro Gymnasium,
concert at the Providence Civic Brandeis University in Waltham
Center on October 25 at 8:00 Massachusetts. He will bejoined
p.m. Special guests--AIR by SHENANDOAH and the
SUPPLY.
concert starts at 8:00 p.m.

r~' no~i;-'QmBi

Auditorium, or leave a message
in faculty box.

Gym Schedule

Monday through Friday
'. 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. - Free play
Head's Up!
2 p.m - 4 p.m. - Varsity
Basketball
-On Saturday, October 22,
there will be an exhibition 4 p.m. - 6 p.m. - Women's
Varsity Volleyball
parachute jump into the Bryant
campus (weather permitting). '6 p.m. - 10 p.m. - Intramurals
The jump will be made at lOa. m.
Saturday
an.1 is being sponsored by the Noon - 7 p.m. - Free time
Skydiving Club in conjunction
Sunday
with Parents' Weekend. So keep Noon - 7 p.m. - Free time
your eyes on the sky and don't '
Subject to Change!!
pray for rain!
I!Jiie!!::J mi

'Ii) ,

"1:1 G!!!!i II

RIC CONCERT
The Rhode Island College
Orchestra will perform in an
Inaugaral -Concert in honor of
Dr. David E. Sweet, President of
RIC, this Monday, October 24.
The conductor will be Dr.
Edward Markward; the
violinist, Cheri Markward. The
program will consist of Fantasia
on Greensleeves by Vaughan
Williams, ' the , Concerto for
Violin and Orchestra by
Menotti, and the Symphony No.
I in E Minor by Sibelius. The
concert will be held at 8: 15 in
Roberts Auditorium of RIC;
admission is free.

Reward Offered
The Student Senate Ride
Board located near the school
post office provides many
students with rides and riders
throughout the academic year.
During the past month an
anonymous culprit has been
stealing the index cards the
Senate makes available to
students. These cards are used to
advertise a need for rides or
riders. '
Chances are that the person or
persons who are stealing these
cards won't be reading this
article. Obviously, they have led
a deprived life and never were
given index cards, so they
developed a defense mechanism
~lIed
Delinquent Compen
sation. If you are in need of help,
rush to the counseling center;
perhaps we can nip this problem
in the bud. If you don't recognize
this as a problem, then try to
kick the habit. The only people
you are hurting are the members
of the student body and your
friends.

R.I. Philharmonic
Music Appreciation Classes
will be attending the R.I.
Philharmonic Concert featuring
pianist Lorin Hollander on
October 29th at 8:00 P.M. at
Veterans A uditori urn in
Providence. Student tickets are
available for $3.00 each. For
further information contact Ms.
Rosapepe, MWF 12:00 in

Resume Workshops

Having problems with your
resume? Wondering what to
include and what to leave out?
Having difficulty deciding which
format is most appropriate for
your?
The Career Planning and
Placement Office is offering
several workshops at various .
times for interested seniors on
RESUME WRITING.
Workshops will be limited to
5-6 students and will meet for
approximately one hour.
Dates and times for the
workshops are:
Fri., Oct. 28 - 12 noon
Fri., Nov. 4 - 1 p.m.
Tues., Nov. 15 - 3 p.m.
Mon., Nov. 21 - 1 p.m.
Interested seniors should sign
up for the time of their choice in
the Career Planning and
Placement Office with Barbara
Tavares, Placement Secretary.

Bible Study Sessions
I have scheduled a series of
four ' Bible study sessions in
Room 262, at 3 p.m. on four
consecutive Thursdays with the
exception of Thanksgiving Day.
The topics and the dates are as
follows:
Nov. 3 - "Faith"
Nov. 10 - "Being Born Again"
Nov. 17 - "Holy Spirit"
Dec. I - "Healing"
John Williams

Class Day
Committee
A Class uay Committee has
been organized for the purpose
of planning a senior weekend
early in May. This weekend will
include the senior luncheon and
banquet. Ideas have been
brought forth for also including
a Booze Cruise, picnic, beach
party, and / or a wine and cheese
party.
Ideas for any additional
activities involving this senior
weekend are more than
welcome. Again, there will be an
open Class Day meeting for
anyone interested, on Tuesday,
October 25, in Room 251 at 3:15
p.m.

Switzerland 1978
W intersession

Again this year Bryant
students will have a chance to
travel, study, and ski in beautiful
Leysin, Switzerland. Leysin is an
Alpine resort village and the
home of The American College
of Switzerland.
While the exact cost of this
year's trip has not been
confirmed, I am reasonalbe
certain that it can be done for
about the same price as last year.
Included in the $975 tri price is:
Round-trip air fare, hotel
accommodations, half board,
professional instructor, and
group leader, tuition, two side
trips, and most gratuities.

Students who wish more
information should contact Mr.
Wallace S. Camper, Chairman
of the Department of Hotel
Administration, as soon as
possible. The size of the group
IqjIl be limited to a maximum of
twenty (20) persons. Anyone
who wishes to participate
without academic credit should
deduct the cost of intersession
tuition from the $975.
The group will be determined
on a first-come, first-served
basis, except that those wishing
academic credit will be given
preference over those not.
wishing to earn credit.
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Recruitment
Schedule

Halloween
Events

Week of October 24 through
October 28, 1977

The Annual Hallowe'en
Buffet will be held in the
Salmanson Dining Hall,
Thursday, October 27. All
student groups (sororities,
fraternities, individual dorm
groups, clubs, etc.) are invited to
enter our second annual
Pumpkin Carving Contest
which will take place Monday,
October 24 through Wednesday,
October 26. Trophies, Prizes!
Get pumpkins, further details
from Gary in dining room.
Entries limited, so hurry!

October 24, 1977
Syracuse University will be
interviewing any student
interested in graduate programs,
regardless of undergraduate
major.

Ledger Meeting
Attention LEDGER staff:
There will be an important staff
meeting on Monday, October
24. Please make an effort to
attend.

Midieval Manor
All those going to Boston on
November 20--your $10 final
payment is due by Friday,
October 28. Please deposit this
~oney at the Senate Office
during the hours of II to 2 to
Manny Fernandes, or see
Maribeth Benedetto. Your
money will confirm your
reservation. No money and we
cannot confirm your reserva~
tion.

Ice Cubes
Ice cubes available for
"parties" - 50¢ a bag. Trainer's
Room in gym.

Senate
Meeting
The next Senate meeting will
be held on Wednesday, October
26, at 3: 15 in Room 386.

Skate Sharpening
Hockey skates, figure skates,
goalie skates, "double runners."
In the gym - 50¢ a pair.

Creative Writing
Seminars
Roger Williams College will
offer a C reative W riling Serie. of
seminars th is se mest er on
Octo ber 20, November 17 and
December 8. Read ings will be
held in Lecture Hall 130,
Classroom Building at 8 p.m.
Admission is free. F or fu rt her
information call (401) 255-1000,
or write Robert L. McR oberts or
Ge offrey Clark, Creat ive
Writing Program , Roger
Williams College, Bristol, RI
02809.

Greek Blood Drive
The Greek Letter Council of
Bryant College will sponsor a
blood drive at the College on
Wednesday, October 26, 1977
from 10 a.m. to I:30 p.m. in
Room 386 A & B. The drive is in
cooperation with Rhod" Island
Hospital.

CMD Tax Course
Beginning November I, 1977
at Bryant College, the Center for
Management Development will
offer a five-week course in
Federal Estate and Gift
Taxation for the tax practition
er. Presented by Eugene A.
Amelio, JD, Seniqr Attorney
(Estate Tax) for the Rhode
Island District, Internal
Revenue Service, the program
will run November 1, 8, 15, 22
and December 6, 1977 from 6:30
to 9:30 O.m. at the Smithtield
cam·pus. For information
contact the Center for
Management Development,
321-1200, Ext. 314.
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First Annual Apple Dunking
Contest will also be held. Come
and watch Gary challenge the
school to an apple dunking
contest on Thur.sday, October 27
during the Hallowe'en Buffet.
Lots of fun - prizes! Come
dressed in costume if you wish.
All challengers welcome! See
Gary for more information.
iiE=JID'

'ID'

'IDts=B

~lost and fo~ndl
a

'ID'-'ID'

'IDG5!B

Found - silver bracelet with
"Kate - Dave" engraving. See
Gary in Food Service office.
Off-white hand knit sweater, '
b ro w n bu tt ons, lo s t i n
townhouse B area. If found
please call 231-4207-Terry.
Reward.
One silver tone 1.0. bracelet,
inscribed Kate and Dave. If
found, call 232-0264-Kathi- or
drop in Box 2380.

11 ~e"
m

.

B E5IID'

1(:)1

I

='ID5 IiJ

for sale
II:U.

. 'ElI!!§5 B

Apartment to share: Own
bedroom. furnished, cIo e to
school (about a m.ile). $100 a
month. 232-0209. Please leave
name and phone number.
Ampeg "Super Stud" (GE
500) electric guitar. Two pick up,
gold, excellent condition, with
case. List new $380. Call Frank,
232-0130. Make an offer.
1974 Red Jensen Healy
convertible, snap on hardtop .
Excellent condition, 36,000
original miles. Two liter lotus
engine. AM I FM stereo and 8
track player, 4-speed. For
further details contact: Nancy
CoviellO, Townhouse F-7, 2320040 after 5 p.m.
35mm camera, Miranda
Sensorex II. Comes with a
50mm lens with an aperture
opening of 1.8 to 22 and a shutter
speed of up to 1,000. The camera
is in good shape but needs some
work. 1 would prefer to sell it to a
knowledgeable photographer. I
am asking $50 for it. Please
contact Sean in Dorm 2, Room
212 or phone 232-0275.

.

C',:a~~,:,d ,e:j
Old nylons to stuff a quilt.
Call Gail at 232-0031 if you have
any.
Large I upright refrigerator
with freezer. CaJl"232-OO13 and
ask for Bob, Bill or Mark.

lu~~rSO~;1 J

Mom and Dad
Great to see you and hope you
have as good a time as we are.
Thanks for everything!

To Robin In Trumbull and
Marie in Somerset:
Are you enjoying The
Archway?
Hey, you with the green
jacket--Beware of Dog!

W.e.,
Why don't you come up and
see me sometime?
With love,
Mae
SPB Kallowe'en Mixer
October 29 in the Student
Center.
Space by Space
Space is a relatively complex
word. It has many conotations
and denotations. Have you ever
thought about the word SPA C
E? Do you think this word is an
important part of our
sophisticated
communication
system? If you have any
questions about this matter,
please feel free to ask someone.
One of the most informed men
in space is Dr. Jedry Turnip. Dr.
Turnip has done much research
in space, including the parking
space encounter and the living
space case. Turnip will be
discussing his theory in its
entirety tonight by the light of
. the silvery moon wad a dadooda
\day. Tickets for this event can be
purchased.
Dr. Turnip will entertain any
questions you may have. Please
address them to Box 1031, care
of Dr. Turnip.
'
By Wolf Gang
Ghost and Ghoulies at the
Hallowe'en Mixer, October 29 at
9 p.m.
Holy Terrors: Thanks for not
putting anything in this column
about my birthday last week. I
really appreciate it and I'll have
to return the favor.
Kaz

Love, Vic & Deb

Laurie,
Have any collect calls lately?
Beth,
How many times did you
change today?
Happy Anniversary Debbie
and Andre'!
Jeanie,
Got any little foreign plants
growing lately?
Mother Hen,
Cluck! Cluck! You sure are
setting bad examples for your
little chicks!
The Popcorn Kids!
Italian StallionPlay cards much!?! Maybe
next time .. .
Vic
Catch those whales!!

Love always,
Deb
To all my little chicksCluck, Cluck, Cluck, Isn't it
nice to be crazy?
Mother Hen
Jay Metzger: Do you ever go
to your suite?
Hey somebody, how about a
name for Dorm 12?
Jayne Morris- Meet any
strange people in raincoat!
lately?
Sellers- How's your love life?
Grillzy- What have you been
doing in your spare time?
Hammer- If you read this, we
know you care - but do wern
hormone

To the nice guy who found my
1.0.,
Thanks for returning it. I only
wish I knew who you are and
where it was found so I could
thank you.

Jon Joslow- You'll make some
nice Jewish girl very happy
someday.
Tuna has green slime sex.
Debbie D. - You look taller .. .
are you finally getting legs?
Harringtonanything.

Happy Birthday Laurie and
Jane

Hey, Cyns ... Only 8 more
mopths and we're out of here!
Francine,
This weekend will be a first. I
can't wait. We will both be in

Bosley's Angels
Get spooked at the SPB mixer
October 29.
The new Ball Stars are
coming-one of these days. Aren't
they, George?',

LAG;
We would like to know your
identity. Maybe you could get in
on our soap opera.
Kilcup Place A
221,22, 23
Ken,
Have a good weekend--watch
out for those "pinching" girls.

e.R.
Steve,
Thanks so much for the help
this week!!
Cindy
High Carolynr

Don't

Congratulations Joy and
Don.
Love, Barb
Come in Costume October 29,
the SBP Hallowe'en Mixer.
Prizes for costumes.
To: Mumbly
Thanks for the ice cream. It's
been a real good year. Woo Woo
Woo.
Love, Putz
Mom and Dad,
Here's something that you
thought you'd never see. Your
son wishing y o u H appy
Anniversary in the college paper.
Original, isn't it? HAPPY
ANNIVERSAR Y!
Jay M.
Cindy and Sue,
Happy 20th Birthday.
Karen
Eddy,
Happy Birthday nine days
later. You gotta know we love
you.
H.T.
Happy Birthday, Harvey.
Welcome to the suite. We hope
you like us, cause we like you.
H.T.
Hallowe'en Horrors - October
29 in the Student Center.

The boys on top of Harriet B 
Dover!
Brian, sorry if I was rude.

Did I miss anybodyrn

October 29 - the night of
nights in the Student Center.

Happy Birthday Denise(Witch),
Since you're only 18 now you
still have a chance at making 36.
Stay as evil as you are.

Love, Laurie

Good luck, Don, you'll need

Andre'Happy 3rd Anniversary!

has

and

it.

Concerned Fishologist

Punchy
deficiencies!

Joy

High Barbara!

FUZZY - Did you hear about
the guy who got nailed in the
head with a golf ball? No? Then
ask one of your "suitemates".

"Welcome Parents", Hope It
Doesn't Rain
To Find Out What Will Happen,
Tune In Each Day To The One
And Only, Ki1cup Place
A(221,2,3)
LAG

Congratulations
Don.

Mother Hen

Happy Birthday Harvey!!!
From one of your suitemates
who knows how it feels to be
forgotten on his birthday.

Nancy, Dorm 8
(Kilcup Hall-B)

$50 Group Costume Prize, at
the SPB Hallowe'en Mixer, Oct.
29.
Dottie,
Make us more spaghetti.

say

Love, Francis
O'Goldberg,
Has Ekim defossed his
spectacles yet, or are you the
cause?
Lisa I.,
What a Book Show!
To: Furry One!
Which came first, the chicken
or the chicken act?
Signed: Kermit
To: Frankie
. Want to buy a good used
computer?

Whoever returned m y
cigarette case: T hank you. I t~s
nice to know that there are
honest people in the world.
Sandy P.,
The Outlet is having a sale on
Monticello sheets; two for the
price of one. It's a bargain!
Sandy P.,
I heard you're going t(\ try for
number four this weekend.
Always, The Amputator
An open question to Bryant
females:
Is there one girl on this
campus who considers herself an
intellectual; one girl with the
perspicacity to rise above the
mundane matters of daily li fe in
this pseudo-intellectual
wasteland?
I would like to meet her.
Q.1.
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But What About Next Year?
N ow that the New York
, Yankees are on top, club owner
George Stinbrenner already is
thinkin~ about keeping them
there. Steinbrenner says he'll sit
down in the next few days with
Billy Martin and Gabe Paul and
see what it takes to make the
Yankees repeat as world
champions.
It was Steinbrenner's lavish
spending in the free agent
market last winter which was
largely responsible for the
Yankees winning the workd
c hampionship. Steinbrenner
spent nearly six million dollars
o n Don Gullet and Reggie
Jal;Kson and withou t those two
the Yankees might not have won
their division title.
Several players have indicated
their unhappiness with the
Y ankees, including Mickey
Rivers, Thurman Munson, Ed
Figueroa, Cliff Johnson, and

Roy White - all of whom were
important to the Yankees'
success. However, Martin says,
"after a month off and a world
series win behind them, they'll
think differently."
~ike Torrez poses another
problem. The 6' 5" right-hander
wants to stay with the Yankees,
but he has yet to sign a contract
and may go the free agent route
if his demands are not met.
In order to keep ahead of the
Boston Red Sox and Baltimore
Orioles in the American League
East, the Yankees probably will
be active again in the free agent
market. They have expressed an
interest in outfielders Lyman
Bostock and Larry Hisle of the
Minnesota Twins, plus relief
pitcher Rich Gossage of the
Pittsburgh Pirates. One, or
possibly two, of those players
may be wearing Yankee
pinstripes next year.

conI. from p. 12 col. 3
aftp l' thp wllr end~ we will be
plall" u!' d h~' i n('rt'nlling inflation.
Mr. Estey's speeeh on "The
Uni t eu States and Vietnam"
was one of the most heavily at
tended. He stated that the
bu rclen of world l!~atlership was •
"thrull t upon the U nit e d
~tut(os " , a nd we did not go
looking for it. Es tey 1e('ls tha t
ve-n though w e (lid 110t seek
this power, once we a tta i r. ~d i t
we f 'IL thnt we 1">5.i to continue
in this position as w 'lrlrf leader.
The R'eneral ieeling was t ha t
no maLter how lon lJ we stay in
Viet nam , it will eventually fall
to t he communists.
Other spf'lIk(,1'8 of the fay
w(>rf': Mr. Ga u thie r - "Viet
nam Today", Mr. Mr AI()o n 
"P!<yt'hlllo)!il'ni EtTects of the
W:\r" . and Mr. Mini - "A Metn
Jllly ~ kal S.lIulillll of the DilenJ 
mn - ))(1 WI! 5 lny (11' Leuve ?"
:\11'. •Iolley , lI/u'nking on "A
"lilid. or a 'Var", WitS trying
to lIl"illl' th.. dilferenl"(, hptw een
8 ('onllir-t and a war. He wanted
t he s t llrll'nts to decide for them- .
selves whet her they thought
Viel nam was a confl ict, or a
wllr. At various time~ t.hrough
out the talk a few people, in-

eluding Rob Helmbrecht of the
dining service, expressed their
vehement opposition to a Viet
nam pullout.. ......
"Vietnam - F.niJnTlo", tl'e sub
jf't't of Mr. SWt'ent'y's taik, WR~
highlilthtt'd by a pille of a total
of ~2 students. Of the 32 pol('d;
R wantetl a eond itional with
drawl, 11 an imm('diate with
t1rllwl, 12 s uppl'lrtod the Prt>!< i
dent's policy, an d one could not
c ()mpreh~nli the ~j t !,l8ti ll ...... .

Bryant Gets the Runs: Book II
By Jerry Gaynor
If the cross country meet on
the first day of the long
Columbus Day weekend were
any indication of the way the rest
of the weekend was going to be
for the Bryant runners who
competed that day, it was not
going to be enjoyable. Stonehill
was the place of battle on
Saturday, with the opponents
being Bentley, Assumption,
Quinnipiac and the host team of
Stonehill.
.

enough for second: That is, until -the Worcester State sq uad 24-32.
the other coaches took over (our
Phil Gross, John O'Conor, Dr.
coach couldn't be there so our
Proctor, Mike Kearney and
cause was in their hands.)
Gerry Gaynor finished for
Disreagarding the place sticks
Bryant in that order. Being their
that the runners received as they . last dual meet, the young squad
crossed the line, the "officials"
finished 3 and 2, and are
(opposi ng coaches) rearranged
definitely a squad to be reckoned
almost the _entire placing list.
with in the future.
The first Bryantonian across the
The following Saturday was
line was Bill Varney in sixth,
another split effort. The varsity
clocking 3:54 for the 5.7 mile went to the "Mud Bowl" in
course. John O'Connor finished~ Franklin Park and the other five
next, 15 seconds behind Bill.
went to the RIC Invitational at
Three times the team was told · John took the number 8 stick as RIC. The conditions, terrible as
to report to the starting line and ' he crossed, but was eventually they were at Franklin Park
take off their sweats, and two moved back to eleventh. Bill didn't effect the times, which
times they were told to hold on; Sanford was next in thirteenth were exceptional. Bill Varney
(adjusted) at 32: 18. Following was clocked in 27:06. Shortly
the race wouldn't be starting for
Bill was Phil Gross in 32:26 and
behind was John O'Connor in
another "few" minutes (the race
Craig
Anderson in 32:45. Dr.
went off twenty minutes later.)
27:21. Bill Sanford ran 28:00,
Barry Proctor was sandwiched
Phil Gross 28 : 22 , C raig
Finally, it started. Considering in between Craig and the
Anderson
28:53, M ike Kearney
the circumstances the team Irishman, Mike Kearney posting
29:
10
and
Dr.
Proctor was 30:52
found themselves under, they a 32:48 split; Kearney was 33: 16.
Meanwhile,
back at RIC, the
ran very well. The times were Rounding out the Bryant effort
remaining
five
were giving it
much taster than previous were Bill McKitchen, Jerry
their
best
shot.
Bill
McK itchen
outings and the places good Gaynor, Sam Blackmore and
was
first
across
for
Brya
nt taking
Brian Van Dam. In the end,
13th in 28:05. Sam Blackmore
Bryant ended up losing second
and Jerry Gaynor, ru nnin g
to Bentley and took third
together
for the entire effort, tied
overall. Assumption won.
in
18th,
clocking
29:23. Next was
Leaving the weekend behind,
Brian Va n Dam in 30:40, and
Worcester State was the next
battleground for the following completing the effort was' Mike
Wednesday. Only five runners Chalek in 32:0 I.
The next contest is tomorrow
participated for Bryant; our
number 1,4. and 6 runners were at R I C in the Tri -Sta te
home (for classes) This severely Championships starting at 1:00
By Mark M asley
hurt our chances. Bryant lost to
p.m.
The Bryant College Bowling
team kicked off its new season
last week wit h four newcomers
and six returning veterans.
Retu ing from la t year' uni t
by Mickey Perlow
1re senior captains Steve M iles
and Mark Masley, senior Ed
Remember - "Yankees over Dodgers in 6"
Zenhye, Juniors Paul Weisman
and Jim Martini, and
over
Atlanta
Chicago
Sophomore John Lisee.
over
Cinncinati
Denver
Newcomers include transfer
over
Buffa lo
Clevela nd
Russ Surdi, and Freshman Mike
over
New Orleans
St. Louis
Farrar, Layne Miller and Larry
over
Kan as City
San Diego
Mann.
over
Balt imo re
New Engla nd
ove r
Seattle
Bryant got off to a fine start
Miami
over
San F ran cisco
during the Southern Connecti
Detroit
over
T a mpa
cut State College tournament
Green Bay
over
N.Y. Jets
last Saturday. The In dians
Oakland
over
N.Y. Giants
captured 43 out of a possible 54
Washinton
over
Houston
match points for its best start in
Pitt 'burgh
over
Lo Angeles
over five years. Highlighting the
M innesota
over
Ph iladelphia
overall scoring were Steve Miles
Dallas
(211), Mark Masley (207), and
Ed Zenhye (200). Miles and
Two Weeks Ago l2-i
Masley also performed well in
La
st
Week (unpublished) 10-4
team doubles, capturing third
Season 51-19
place behind Central Connecti
cut State and Worcester
Polytech with a total score of
1,085.
Bryant's next tournament will
be the EIBC doubles at
Wilberham, MA November 5.
Div.D
Div. A
5-3
Grizzlies Bears
8-4
Gold Buds
4-4
Doabone
6-6
T .E.-C
Trivia Answers
4-4
Bearded Clams
6-6
Panama Reds
No Names
3-5
4-8
T.E.P .-A

Bryant

Bowlers
Begin Season

Mick's Picks

Album Special
Robin Trower's
New Album
"In City Dreams"
Thursday Night
at 10:00

133 Greenville Ave.
Johnston
15 Minutes
from Bryant

Discover the diverse style of
our I.t alian cooking c~
Enjoy a cocktail in our lounge

jJz

Dinners served from 4:30 P.M.
Banquet Facilities Available
Major Credit Cards Honored
Proper Attire Please
For Reservations call 231-0055
.,
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Bowling Standings

l. 198 calories
2. Switzerland
3. Morgan
4. Billy Martin and Junior
Gillian ( . 500 and .296
respectively in the series)
5. $54,000
6. 217,660,000
7. "Frisbee Fingers"-blisters
and abraisons on the middle
finger; only cure is to stop
throwing frisbees until
symptoms disappear.
8. Oakland beat the New York
Mets in seven games in 1973.

Div. B
Hot Shots
King Pins
Lums Laundry
T .E.-A
Div. C
Canadian Club
T.E.-B
Piece of Cake
Phi Epsilon Pi'

7-1
4-4
3-5
2-6

Div. E
Invalids-A
K.T.
SlieeBee & the Gang
T.E.P.-B

12-05-7
4-8
3-9

Div. F
Pin Ups
Invalids Brewery
Rolling Thunder
Pit of 5

Administrators
High - D. Lumnah - 170
Low - G. Hura - 61

9-3
9-3
3-9
3-9
8-4

7-S
7-5
2-10

/

Baltimore Colt Coach Ted
Marchibroda believes that the
game against New England
Sunday is a "big game" for both
teams, but he doesn't find it
cTucial for the American East
leaders. "It's certainily a big
game for both of us, " says
Marcbibroda, "but a lot can
happen when there are eight
ga mes left in a season ."
U n beaten Baltimore leads
Miami by one game and New
England by two.
Win or lose, the Los Angeles
Dodgers are the superior team in
the World Series in the eyes of
Cinncinati Reds third baseman
Pete Rose. Rose, whose club
decimated the New York
Yankees 4-0 in last year's series,
told reporters today he was
surprised to see the Dodgers
trailing 3-2. Rose said, "I
thought the Dodgers would
really wipe'em out, the way the
Yankee pitching staff is. But
every time they play a good
game, the next day seems to be
an off day." He added, "Even if
the Yankees win, I don't think
the Yankees have got the team
the Dodgers do."
The Denver Broncos never
have qualified for a post-season
playoff berth since their
inception in 1960. However, that
could change this year. The
Broncos ended Oakland's 17
game winning streak yesterday
by embarrassing the defending
Super Bowl champions, 30-7.
The Raiders scored the first time
they had the ball, but Ken
Stabler and company couldn't
get a nything going against the
Bronco defense the rest of the
day. Stabler was intercepted
seven times, and the Broncos
converted three of those steals
into touchdowns. The Broncos
now lead the AFC West with a
perfect 5-0 mark, one of three
spotless records in the National
Football League. Dallas also
remained unbeaten with an
impressive 34-16 victory over
Washington, and Baltimore won
its fifth straight by beating
Kansas City 17-6. Minnesota
stayed a game ahead of Detroit
in the NFC Central by beating
the Chicago Bears, 22-16 in
sudden-death overtime.
Cleveland edged Houston, 2423, on Don Cockcroft's 30-yard
field goal to set up a three-way
tie for first in the AFC Central
Division. And Los Angeles, with
Pat Haden at the Helm, beat
New Orleans 14-7, for a share of
first place wiih Atlanta in the
NFC West. The ' Falcons bowed
to Buffalo 3-0.
Several hundred fans, mostly
young people, cheered the Los
Angeles Dodgers when they
arrived home at International
Airport early today. The fans
greeted the Dodgers with a
makeshift rendition of a song
t i t led, "Yankee Doodle
Dodgers."
Night racing returns to
Naragansett Park this Friday for
the first time since September
1975. Night racing was stopped
at the Pawtucket, Rhode Island,
track when an electric cable
in the infield broke.
A National Football League
official says umpire John Keck,
inadvertantly whistled dead a
crucial second quarter play in
last Monday night's game
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between Pittsburgh and
Cinncinati. It probably cost the
Bengals a touchdown. NFL
assistant supervisor of officials
Nick Skorich addmitted the
mista ke today. The Steelers won
20-14, holding off a rally in the
closing minutes of the game.
whistle blew during a play
when Pittsburgh running back
Rocky Bleier fumbled and
Bengal strong safety Jerry
Anderson grabbed the ball and
headed for the end zone. Keck
blew his whistle as Anderson
began to run for what looked
like a score. Cinncinati was given
the ball on its own 29-yard line.
Kent Benson, his right eye
swollen and bruised, says if he
provoked the punch he took
from Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, it
was unintentional. J abbar
smacked the rookie center early
in the NBA game at Milwaukee
last night. Jabbar was thrown
out of the game, and Benson
went to the hospital for two
stitches and treatment for a mild
concussion. Benson did not
travel to Denver for tonight'S
game.
The New York Yankees
paraded in the rain today, but
they didn't mind at all. The
World Series champions were
honored. in a traditional ticker-

victory over Oregon. Ohio State
remained fifth · with a 27-6
beating of Iowa, and Oklahoma
is still number six after
squeaking past Missouri 21-17.
Nebraska, ninth a week ago,
dropped to 17th after a 24-21
loss to Iowa State. Penn State
moved up from tenth into
Nebraska's ninth spot with a 3124 victory over Syracuse. Notre
Dame rounds out the top ten
after a 24-0 shutout of Army.
Beginning next year, NBC will
expand its telecasting of
National Football League
Sunday afternoon games toa 16week regular season schedule. A
new four-year agreement signed
through 1981 with the NFL for
televising American Football
Conference action also gives
NBC exclusive rights to
broadcast the Super Bowl games
following the 1978 and 1980
seasons. The new contract calls
for the telecasting of a "Wild
Card" division playoff
qualifying game each season. In
addition, NBC will show eight
Sunday afternoon double
headers each year, a Thanks
giving Day game, two AFC
Playoff Games, the American
Conference Championship
game, and two pre-season
games.

ATHLETIC
SHORTS
tape parade up broadway.
Thousand of cheering and even
crying fans lined Broadway as
the pin-striped heroes made their
way to City hall. There was a
mixture of rain and tons of
multi-colored paper drifting
aCrOSS gray skies. Riding in two
orange city trucks draped in
bunting, the team members
waved and smiled at the crowds.
Thousands watched from
skyscrapers as the parade was
led by an Army band. At city
hall, a crowd estimated at 20thousand heard Mayor A be
Beame proclaim today as "New
York Yankee Day."
Michigan and Texas remain
number one and number two
respectively in UP I's top 20
ratings after the sixth week of
college football action, but
Colorado and Nebraska took
long steps backward. Top-rated
Michigan solidified its top
ranking by garnering 38 of a
possible 42 first place votes after
a 56-0 whipping of Wisconsin,
which was 15th-ranked at the
time. Texas received the other
four first place votes after
pulling out a tough 13-9 victory
on the road against eigth-ranked
Arkansas. Colorado, a strong
third last week, blew a 17-3 lead
against a weak Kansas team and
settled for a 17-17 tie, and this
week's ratings show Colorado in
the seventh position. Alabama
shifted into Colorado's vacant
third spot with a 24-10 victory
over Tennessee. Southern
California moved up from
seventh to fourth with a 33-15

The Kansas City Chiefs say
Tony Adams will replace Mike
Livingston at quarterback when
the Chiefs attempt to snap a five
game losing streak at San Diego
Sunday.
Baltimore's Lydell Mitchell
and Chicago's Walter Payton
are the rushing leaders in the
National Football League after
five weekends of play. Payton
leads national conference
rushers with 584 yards. Mitchell
leads the American conference
with 511 yards. Efren Herrera of
Dallas is the leading scorer
among kickers with 48 points.
Baltimore's Don McCauley has
the most touchdowns - seven.
Chicago's Walter Payton is
the rushing leader in the NFL's
National Conference with 584
yards in five games. The
Washington Redskins say
fullback John Riggins may not
need knee surgery because of
Sunday's injury against Dallas.
However, Riggins will be in a
cast for about three weeks. Eddie
Moss, who was cut earlier this
year, has been signed to fill
Riggin's spot.
When the NBA's 32nd season
begins tomorrow night, some of
the top-rated guards and
fowards in the game will be
appearing in new uniforms as a
result of a furry of trades and the
movement of free agents. Walt
Frazier and Nate Archibald, two
of the NBA's finest guards ofthe
70's were shipped to Cleveland
and Buffalo, respectively from
the New York Knicks and New
Jersey Nets. The Indiana Pacers

swapped guard-foward Billy
Knight, the NBA's second
leading scorer last year, to
Buffalo in exchange for Rookie
of the Year foward Adrian
Dantley. Guard Brian Taylor
went from Kansas City to
Denver. And Buffalo's Ernie
Digregorio and Atlanta's Lou
Hudson were sent to the Los
Angeles Lakers, who probably
will lead the league in roster
changes despite compiling the
best record in the NBA last
season. Three quality fowards
.became free agents over the
summer and have signed with
new teams: Jamaal Wilkes left
Golden State for Los Angeles,
Leonard (Truck) Robinson went
from Atlanta to New Orleans,
and Bob Dandridge left
Milwaukee to sign with
Washington.
The Los Angeles Lakers cut
veteran Cazzie Russell and
traded rookie Tony Robertson
to the Atlanta Hawks for future
draft choices to trim the team
down to the NBA's 12-man
player limit. Russell, an II-year
foward, has one year to go on a
four-year, no-cut contract · he
signed when he joined the
Lakers.
United Press International
has named Bob Lemon as
American League manager of
the year. Lemon piloted the
Chicago White Sox to a
surprising third place finish in
the American West.
The Miami Dolphins today
accepted two third-round draft
choices from the New York
Giants in compensation for
fullback Larry Csonka. Csonka
was one of three former Dolphin
stars who jumped to the World
Football League. He later signed
with the Giants as a free agent
after the WFL folded.
The Los Angeles Laker's
announced Wednesday that
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar broke a
bone in his right hand when he
slugged Milwaukee's Kent
Benson in the opening period of
last night's game against the
Bucks. The Lakers sent the
center back to LA, where they
hope a local specialist can design
a cast that will enable Abdul
Jabbar to play. In the meantime,
he will be sidelined indefinitely,
although the Lakers said he may
be able to play in Sunday's home
opener.
The New York Islanders have
sent center, Andre St. Laurent to
the Detroit Red Wings for
winger, Michel Bergeron.
David Paterno-to son of
Penn State football coach Joe
Pateno-is expected to leave a
hospital bed today for the first
time since suffering a fractured
skull in a trampoline accident
last week. A spokesman at a
Danville, Pennsuylvania,
hospital says the II-year-old boy
remains in serious condition, but
continues to improve.

And May The
Best Team Win
By Jeff Tunis
The New York Yankees won
the World Series Tuesday night
(in six games, as predicted by
Mickey Perlow). The Yankees
are the best team in baseball. The
Red Sox are not. Red Sox fans:
Face up to reality.

Spotilight On
Women In Sports
This week, Spotlight
Women ~n Sports focuses on It
number one doubles tearr
Sandra "Sam" KuUer anc.
Barbara Schnell. This tenni
season Sam and Barbar
suffered' only one defeat.
Sam, a freshman, begaJ:
playing tennis six years ago. She
took tennis lessions for two yeal".
and attended tennis camp for
two summers. She played tenni:.
in high school at S1. Paul's
Academy in Missouri and in hel
senior year she went to the states
with a 10-2 record. A person wh..,
Sam feels really helped her in her
tennis career is her high school
coach, Cliff Caine. Sam thin ks
that Bryant womens' tennis ha"
had such a great season for sucll
a young team and that the team
will improve even mOre next
year.
Barbara Schnell, Sam'r,
doubles partner, started playing
tennis in her freshman year a f
Sayville High School on Long
Island. Barbara's record in high
school is just as impressive as
Sam's. She also entered the
stares with a 7-2 recorU.
Barbara'S father taught her how
to play and helped her impro\; e
her techniques. Also a Bryan
freshman, Barbara wen! out f·;)
the women's tennis team becau~
she enjoys tennis and wanted to
meet other people with this same
interest. She feels that playing
tennis on the Bryant womens
team was fun and she wishes that
the season could have lasterJ
longer.
For these two girls, with the
extensive tennis backgrounds
the future is looking great. Bo
girls are determined to make
next season even better. Most
people who know Sam a D(.
Barbara will agree that these two
promising stars will see to it that
they have a perfect season next
year.

Face up to Reality?
fhe New York Yankees are
the world champions of baseball
in 1977. Fact, Yes. But if you
Yankee fans tell me that they
won without any help from the
schedule, let's take a look at
some mOre facts.
I) Despite the home field
advantage, the Yankees lost the
season to the Red Sox's 8-7.
Who's the better team?
2) The Yankees never played
the Orioles during the last five
weeks of the season.
3) When the Yanks were on a
losing streak in the beginning of
the season, their bullpen was
tired because their starting
pitchers were being shelled.
What happened? Gabe Paul and
Billy Martin decided to call t~at
night's game with the Kansas
City Royals because of ra.in IN
THE FORECAST. If baseball
games were called because of
rain in the forecast, we'd see
them play through January. By
the way, it never did rain that
night, but when it was pouring at
game time during the last
weekend of the season, Billy
Martin would rather have
played then playa double header
the following day.
Yes, the Yanks are world
champs, and baseball has been
taken for it's most expensive
"ride" in history. F&ce up to
reality, Yankee fans.
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Unistructure Directory
1 Academic Affairs / Registrar
2 Admissions
3 Archway
(Studen t Newspaper)
4 Auditorium
5 Bank
6 Bursar
7 Business Affairs
8 Candy Store
9 Car eer Piacenlel'll

10 Center for Management
Development
11 Central Services
12 Computer Center
13 Conference Room A
14 Confe rence Room B
15 Con ference Roo m C
16 Conference Room D
17 Evening School
i 8 Financia l Aid

19
20
21
22
23

24
25
26
27
21)

Graduate School
Greek Letter Council
Koffler Rotunda
Lecture Room 386A
Lecture Room 386B
Ledger (Yearbook)
Library
Norberg Book Store
Personnel
fJreSlde nt

29 Post Office

30 Public Affairs
31 Salmanson D ining Hall
32 Staff Dining Room
33 Student AHairs
34 Student Senate
35 Trustees ' Co nferen ce
Room
36 Xerox Room
37 ViSitor Parking

.....-"r--.

ENTRANCE TO
CLASS ROOM WING

31
SALMANSON DINING HALL

SER¥ICE/ DflIVER!

I

( 10 DORMITORIES

/

'V
EIITRANCE TO
AOM INISTRATION
.HQ ADMI SSI ONS

ENTRANCE TO
fACULTY OffiCES /

/

ClASSROOMS

